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PREFACE

STRIDE - Service, Training, and Research in Desegregated EducatiPn
is

designed to assist schools in the process of desegregation. Among its services
is a series of regional conferences of which curricutwil concerns and issues

relating to minority and non-sexist perspectives are major topic. In the

first project year four handbooks were prepared and d stributed to curriculum

conference participants. The subsequent addition of e sex desegregation com-

ponent to the project and a continuing interest in t contgnt of educational

materials has resulted ip this expanded, single-cover edition of the four hand-

vooks.,

The willing participation by all those who contributed is greatfully acknow-
ledged.

All requests for additional copies should be addressed to:

v."

Dr. 'Wayne E. Rosenoff

Director of Curriculum Services
STRIDE
1855 Folsom Street

San Francisco, California 94103
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

"The great thing is to live, you know--to feel,
to be conscious of one's possibilities."

---Henry James

;

Making 6 child conscious of his possi'b'ilities is, of course, a primary

goal of every significant person in the child's life; surely it is as much a c

A
primary goal of teachers, counselors, and administrators as it is a primary

goal of parents. Exposure to curricul ,career values, and life

styles which will contribute not only to the 'actualization of the child's full

potential (intellectual and social), bit to the development of a positive

self-concept, integrity to self and to ethers, and a sense of emotional Well-

being, are of paramount cohcern during each stage of his/her development.

The purpose of this handbook, is tn.assist educators in their efforts to aid

children, particularly those from minority homes. It presents concise discussions

on curricular content from nine perspectives. It will be therefore, a convenient
t

source on minority treatment issues. s

Prior to the last decade, there was a dearth of curriculum materials

dealing with the needs, experiences, and attitudes of children belonging to

the ethnic minorities of our country. The sudden availability of books in

the last years of the 1960's purporting to depict the lives of these children

did little to correct this situation, for these books all too often provided

unrealistic, condescending, and even fallacious depictions. The children of

Euro-Americans were as badly served by this Rrinted matter as were,the children

of American Ineans, Mexican Americans,Afro-Americans, and Americans of

Ogental descent. Guidelines for the selection and evaluation of curriculum
i

materials, particularly textbooks, was badly needed. Hopefully they are now

being provided, and will undergo a process of continual re-assessment and

improvement. The eradication of myth's, stereotypic representations, and

biased assumptions from textbooks written about these ethnic minorities

requires vigilance and much critical thought.

The handbook will provide some historical perspective relative to each

group,iriteria for textbook analysis, and a bibliography for further reading

and resource development.
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Not onYy should children be aware of the life styles and experiences of

each ethnic minority in our society, they also should be given realistic

depictions of the lives and concerns of Such groups as the elderly, blue collar

workers, divorced parents who choose not to remarry, apartment dwellers who

might be the children's neighbors (and who might not choose to marry at all),

adopted children, the offspring of interracial marriages, foster children,

and the childrLeNgf non-Christian parents. Our children should come to

view the working mothet as a t atypical member of our society, or as a mother

who, because she must work, ecessarily neglects her children.

area of particular mportance is that of sexism and the stereotypic

delin ion, the roles, emo s, and needs of males and females in our

society. hildren's beliefs are formed not only by what they know to be

true fr their own experience, but also from what society tells them. The

prin ed word is one of the most important ways schoOls use to present these

bell fs. And school personnel and educational materials sometimes contradict

t child's experience, and may have a more direct influence on the child than

what he learns from such experience. For example, one doctor was firmly informed

by her own daughter that women are nur$ess men are doctors!

One unfortinate feature of stereotyping of%Ich most people are aware,

but which is seldom discussed, is that conflicting sets of stereotypes tend

to recur. These oonTliCts generally r6peat themselves in cycles due to the

economic and social climate of the times. Ironicall y, the era of prosperity

which accompanied our involvement in World War II (most civilian adults were

gainfully employed, many earning large salaries in defense plants) made this

a period of less hard-line racial atiqudes than the years directly following

the war, when servicemen were returning and job availability became a problem.

In the current period of economic stress, we are witnessing a similar hardening

of attitudes toward racial minorities. Its manifestation takes many forms, all

of them insidious. No!doUbt the people responsible for this are largely

unaware of the phenomenon (the projection of their insecurity and hostiliON

upon a vulnerable group, the search for a scapegoat, etc.). '

ThIS does not obviate the necessity that educators be aware of conflicts

in stereotyping, however, It is their obligation, and the obligation of

.//;

parents and other community members, to wa dh for behavior ig.children which

reflects the anxiety existing in the la ger community, and the wish to blame

minority group members for stressful conditioni. All children, not only those

belonging to ethnic minorities, must be protected from the psychological

trauma which results from these abnormal, albeit transitory, attitudes.

2
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Incalculable harm is done to the child who comes to believe that he or she is

somehow to blame for stressful conditions. Feelings of guilt and shame, and

wishes to identify with the accuser rather than with the accused are all too

frequently the unfortunate result.

Criteria for Analysis and Interpretation of School Print Materials According

to Minority Perspectives

Teachers and administrators need to be able to distinguish between adequate

and inadequate treatment of different ethnic groups in order to select culture-

fair materials for the classrom. The following general criteria are designed

to assist school personnel in such seleaion,

Validity of Information

a. Information is accurate.

b. Stereotypes are-not perpetuated.

Balance

a. A set of values in one culture is not described in such a way as to
make them appear inferior in comparision to values in another culture.

b: The distinctive cultural characteristics of an ethnic group or groups
-are presented in a positiveand comprehensive manner.

c. Members of an ethnic group lire shown as engaged in a broad range

of, social and professional activities, and the contributions of
many elements within the group are included (e.g., most or all
Chicanos are not portrayed as blue-collar or migrant workers). -

d. The_text acknowledges the existence of different social classes 4nd
values within the ethnic group (e.g., it is made clear that a parti-

cular individual or community presented in the text does not necessarily
represent all others of the group).

Unity

a.. All points of view concerning historical events or issues are included
(e.g.., is only the Anglo point of view emphasized? Other points of

`'view shquldAbe emphasized well).

6! The teit_presents the full range of events when discussing historical
events.

c." The text.ihcludes the contribution and involvement of the ethnic
group(s) at all points where it is appropriate and meaningful tq do
sb.

P.. 4
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t Realism

a, Erroneous impressions are not created by citing selected facts and
omitting others about an ethnic group. 1

b. Individuals and groups are portrayed in true-to-life fashion.

c. The language of the text, ifs tone, and its illustrations (if any)
combine to give an overall impression of recognizable people.

d. The text does not provide woodenly literal or stilted translations:

The Chapters,whfich follow describe and apply these criteria from the

perspectives of four minority groups and from the perspective of women,

clue- collar workers, aged, non-Christians, and those having alternative life

styles.
0

Other minority viewpoints have not seen included because of resource and

space limitations. There are many minorities, each with a cultural, social.,

political, and economic history equalli'de5erying of a fair, full and accurate

depiction in our educational books and filmg. The examples and illustrative

materials which are included are of sufficient range and depth to facilitate

the application of criteria to other situation; and contexts.

4
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CHAPTER II: A NATIVE AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE

We fell into the habit of working a long time
ago, when there weren't many of ua and
there was a whole continent to subdue."

---C1 i fton Fadi man

The American Indians are more than just one of the ethnic groups in the

United States. They are unique in that they are culturally the descendants

of the earliest Americans. Readers, biology texts, health texts, the pictures

and narrative in arithmetic books, and other classroom texts which portray the

American people .eed to be examined to see whether American Indians are por-

tr4yed as par of tonal scene in roles similar to those of other

American peop e.

The successful implementation of recent social and legal pressures for

fair treatment of all ethnic groups in American textbooks is not only a moral

imperative, but a step toward the assurance that rich cultural resources will

not be lost either to the ethnit peoples of this country or to posterity.

California lav provides that the role and contributions of American

Indians and other ethnic groups to the total development of California and the

United States shall be accurately portrayed in the instructional materials used

by schools in the state, and that no instructional materials shall contain any

matter which'reflects adversely upon persons because of their race, color, na-

tional origin,-ancestry or occupation.

, To this end, it is, useful for educators to employ a set of guidelines by

which they may analyze instructional materials to insure that they correctly

reflect the roles. played by the various ethnic groups.

Tha,educator will want to keep in mind the four basic criteria by which

to judge whether content on Native Americans is suitable for use in the class-
.

room or library.

Validity .of Information

Is the information factually correct? Does the author avoid simple errqrs

of fact? Does 'the information lead to stereotypes, such as the notion that all

American Indians are wild men?

5



Unity of Information

In historical matters, are the important contributions of American

Indians noted at all points where appropriate and meaningful? Are all the

Important and relevant facts pertaining to an historical occurrence presented?

Balance

Are the various social strata within the Indian community discussed?

Is.recognition given to the contributions of all elements within the community?

Is there any implication that the Euro-American point of view is the only stan-

dard by which other cultures can be measured?

Realism

Is the impression made that the American Indian community is composed of

numerous "types" and"personalities," that the diversity of the community is

as extensive as that of any other commudity? Does the textbook describe Ipeop

whom the reader can actually identify as recognizable? Could the characters

in the book be said to actually exist in society?

Does the language used avoid literal or stilted translations that chimean

the way Indians talk? Does it give the impression that their communications

skills were inferior? The California Indians, for example had levels of

socio-pplitical organization that are analagous to our countries and states;

they had international treaties between tribes, they had elite groups whose

social networks cut across many tribes -- international elites. Native

American oral literature is comparable in every way to Greek mythology,

Ceowulf, and the Hindu Vedas. Indians developed a very rich poettt tradition.

Do not these facts suggest we need to re-examine our stereotypical and

nit4ow depictions and descriptions?

These four criteria will be defined and discussed further witb respect

4- Apjative Americans in the following commentary.

6
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EXAMPLES AND APPLICATION OF CRITERIA
t!-,

Validity of -foftlation

The evaluation of a text for validity of information is no easy matter.

Unlike scholarly monographs, textbooks rarely cite sources. The need to cover

vast periods of time and action in brief chapters or books often makes it neces-

sary to compromise between total accuracy and broad Coverage. This,is sometimes

done by making generalizations which, because the author has attempted. to com-

muhicte too much information in too few words, results in textual inaccuracies.

Ihs-Order to meet the criterion of validity, the namds, dates, places and

:information used in the descriptions of historical and current events must be

factually accurate. In addition, the presentation must avoid the'use of myths

or stereotypes referring to any particular ethnic group.

The following types of questions will assist educators in determining the

validity of textbooks that deal with the American Indian:

1. Does the information lead to stereotypes? The stereotype is particu-

larly obstructive to the teacher's efforts to find books which give valid views

of the Indian experience. The stereotype applies a set of traits to the group

and assumes that all or most individuals within the group adhere to them. ?hus,

it disallows the possibility that individuals can differ, either..from the norm

.---orr from each other.

0
Following are some stereotyped descriptions of tndiarc,traits:

"All Indians are good hunters."

"He had a typically Indian face. broad cheekbones, a nob nose, a

very steady gaze."

° "Like most Indians, the Iroquois are silent, dignifie , and quite trust-

worthy."

"Like most Indians, the Apache are savage and cannot be trusted."

A stereotype usually has some basis in fact. However, it projects upon an
«t.

entire group something that is true only for a few, and is consequedtly an invalid

statement. Stereotypes are unacceptable because they misrepresent the culture

by greatly restricting the range of diversity of personality traits and behavi r

within the group.

d
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'2. Are generalizations true to fact? Generalizations also are usually'

based on some factual evidence. Because of the many ways American Indians

differ from one another between tribes or nations, as well as within a single
group, generalizations are apt to be made at a number of points. But, they,

too, can lead to conclusions which are not necessarily true.
r Example: "Every tribe in the southwest had a chief."

Comment. The word "tribe" is not always accurate. It gives little in-
formation .out the size or autonomy of a group, and no information about

it anization. oAlternatives may be "nation," "clan," "lineage," or "vil-
lage." 'miser-the word "chief" it imprecise. In each Indian nation, the

"job description" of its leaders was different, and the terminology should
somehow reflect this.

Example. "All the western Indians of that valley lived in wickiups.".
Comment: "Wickiup" is taken from an eastern Algonquin language and

has acquired a derogatory connotation. It is not an appropriate term
except with respect to the people in whose language it is used.

^ample: "We are a country of immigrants."

Comment. The Indians in, this country are not necessar1ly inmifrants.
The statement implies that the "nation" as weknoti it is composed only, of
those people who were involved/n the migrations from Europe, Asia, and

Africa during the 17th century and after. It leaves the Indian altogether
out of that history, and in doing so can inflict great dimage to the Indians
notion of himself and his place in American society.

3. Are Indian sources cited or recommended? ,An author may use as his

only sources publications written by others who arenot valid spokesmen for

the Indian people. A reference to a book about a certain tribe may be of
dubious value if the book is written at some remove from the actual experience

of the tribe itself. The best texts will make use of as many sources of
informiatkon as possible, especially those which derive directly from the
Indian experience. Sources may include descriptions of artifacts, accounts
of historical events as seen by Indians, pictorial or pbotographic repre-
sentations of Indian life, and interviews with Indians themselves. Such

primary sources of infonbation are of great value, Nicause they add to the

overall validity of the presentation.

8
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4. Is the author qualified to write the book? 0 ten, an author will,/

not have the qualifications necessary to give an accurate account of his 46a-

terial. If possible, an attempt should be made to find out whet an author

actually has the expertise to write about his subject.

For example, a teacher may wish to use a book by a non-Indian about

confrontation between the Chiricahua Apache nation and the Euro-Americans iv1/4

the 19th century. In order 0 determine whether such a book is valid, the

teacher should try to discover whether it is well thought of by representa-

tives of the tribe itself, or by other authors whose work is considered valid.

For aid in these efforts, the publications of the American Indian His-

torical Society and the Indian Historian Press, Inc., bath at 1451 Masonic

Avenue, San Francisco, California 94117, are recommended as reliable. Their

publication, Textbooks and the American Indian, 1970, is specifically recom-

mended for the selection of books about the American Indian.

Unity of Information
. ,

Many writers have not presented a complete picture of the Indian's in-

volvement in the sequence of American historical events. In fact, the Indiiiir
4

has been left out of history on too many occasions. w unified approach to an

hiStoi-ical question would require that the Indian's involvement in the,develop-

ment of the United States be viewed from every possible angle. For ihstance,

when only an Anglo point of view is given of government assistance to the

Indian in the late 19th century, one does not learn that representatives,of

Indian tribes themselves participated in the development and maintenance of

that assistance.

To help assure unity of information in a textbook, the educator can em-

ploy the'tfollowing devices:

1. At a iven oint in history, is the full range of events included?

An author who writes about the westward expansion of the United States might

pay particular attention to the concept of manifest destiny and the acqui-

sition of territory. If he claims to be writing a unified history of the

period, however, he must include the point of view of tl* dispossessed tribes.

An Anglo point of vile 'would say that the move westward was a healthy, expan-

sionist development. The Cheyenne might say, however., that it was an occasion

which brought death and destruction to his land.

9



The educator should attempt to make sure that such unity of information,
the careful attention to the full spec-trum of knowledge about particular
events, is maintained in the textbooks he chooses.

2. Throughout an historical text, is the contribution and involvement
of the reference grou included at al] o nts where a..r..riate and meani
fuT?

Example. It may be thought that the efforts of the government to accul-
turate the Indians were made without actual Indian assistance: That is,
since the Indian tribes.ltere uneducAed (in the Arcglo sense) and largely out-
side tife stream of the dominant Ame'rican culture, they did not have the ability
to contribute to governmental policy making. t, unified history, however,
would be aware of the fact that Indian representatives contributed to and

"'actually determined government policy at various times throughout t. e "t12t1..1
and 20th centuries.

As an example, in 1869, Ely Parker, whose Iroquois name was Donehogaa,

became Commissioner of the Bureau of ,Indian Affairs. He was an effectiv

leader .and well thought of by Indian nations themselves. He was notable for ,

his successful efforts to eradicate rampartt gr'aft and corruption from the
Bureau.

This example illustrates one occasion in history of which a unified
historical text could take advantage. Parker's contributions, 8 well as
those of other Indian officials, could enhance an author's efforts to mkintain
unity of information.

Balance .
A balanced textbook presents a comprehensive view of the American Indian,.

cultare. Too many books have one-sided, unbalanced views of a particular

culture or asp4ct of a culture, omitting reference to the varied social Strata
and contributions of a people.

A book lacks balance if it contains a strictly Euro-American point of
vier toward the Indian. That is, if it makes the language, customs, or be-

,
havior of,the Indian appear strange and irrational when, in fact, they are
merely different and not strange at all to the Indian himself, the book is
unbalanced.

10



We suggest the following set of questions as guidelines to assessing
a book for balance:

1. When the cultures are in conflict or sham contrast, are both per- ,

specti ves included?

Example: The Indians were again on the warpath. They massacred#women

and children and committed other atrocities. The courageous pioneers decided -

to defend their threatened homes."
Comment: Primary sources behind such accounts reveal that the Indians

were reacting against even worse "atrocities" and "massacres." They, too,-
were defending their homes. The omission of these facts,aplus the use of
words such as "warpath," "massacred," "atrocities, ". and "courageous pioneers,''
suggest a highly Eurocentric viewpoint. A balanced presentatio,S fs lacking.

Example: Some of the California Indians thought nothing of eating
moths and caterpillars."

Comment: In this context, the phrase "thought nothing",implies that .

such habits are upsetting to the writer. The act of eating Moths and cater-
pillars, normal foods for certain California Indians, is made to appear quite
odd.

Example:. l'The 'Indian has never been assimilated into mainstream society
to the degree other minorities haie."

Convent: The question of acculturation is a .very interesting one, and
the author who wishes to give a balanced view of life in America for the
Indian will come to it of necess ity. An author may make the mistake, jlow-

ever, of failing to deal with acculturation from the Indian point of view.
Consequently, he may go along with the potion that Indians find learning
difficult and are therefore incapable of doing well in school.' He may state
that because many Indians db not fit well into the dominant American culture,
they are incapable of any acculturation at all. A balanced point of view
would take into account the original culture from which the Indian car. Dif-
ficulties of acculturation, for instance,, nay be explained by elements within
the Indian experience which do not easily mesh with values of the dominant
culture. Balance would require that those values which are generically at

variance with expectations of the majority culture be identified.

:t) 1 7



2. Are the aspects of Anvri can-Indian life presented from more than

one point of view?
Example. "Though sufficient to their daily needs, Indian cultures made.

no use of advanced (for that day) farming and huntihg technologies."

-Comment: The statement is realistic insofar As it allows that Indian
agriculture and hunting were sufficient to the Indians' needs for food and

shelter. It goes astray, however, when it, assumes that other sorts of tech-

nology are superior because they are "advancel.:: Whether asociety isad-

vanced or not depends on.what measure is being used. In 'Order to malt/tail)

a balanced approach,, the author might have used a term other thaii,-"idliin6d,"
and he might have gone farther into his discussion ofthe Wile of ',Indian

agriculture and hunting, as it existed'.

3. Is the Indian culture presented as if it were composed of only one

or two social classes sir are various social daises described?

E--xample::---"Indians make good servants." ,

ariment: The statement implies that Atm rote fatt suitable to the Indian

is a sutiservient one, and that he prObably enjoys that role, as well. Further,

it suggests that there are few postibtlities that -the Indian may function well
__

in other professions, suck.as-medicino.Lorahe-laws

4. Are Contributions front all elements-iriihrn the group identified
.

e . . 011191 theh e e d , youtri-ett:)?

Example: "i1 Sioux Inifig irts were very fine hunters. They were Aairie

from youth in every -bulging technique."

Comment: The statement is unbalanced, because-it does /*not includ Sive'
'women, who did not hunt, yet who had a complex and very important se of

functions to perform. The author might also mention the elderly S oux mpn

who, though beyond the age of the hunt, still performed a number of imptor--

taut duties within-the village.

5. Are the distinctive cultural characteristics presented positivelyi
and in a comprehensive manner? The list of Indian accomplishments in diverse'

filds of endeavor is long, indeed. A textbook which does not look into this

fact would certainly be deficient in balance. One' need only mention a few

of the areas of Indian acccoplishment to indicate its complex nature. Tribal_

organization is a ease in point. Some tribes had very authoritariantleader-

ship; others were noted for their egalitarian structure. The; troquois nation'.

made use of the initiative, retenkndp, and recall, and thrrewas suffrage
ss -

for both men and women.. et.

. e
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In medicine, certain Indian nations had sophisticated knowledge of the
use of roots, herbs, and other plant life for pharmaceutical purposes, end
some used anesthesia and surgery in severe cases.

In the art's, the American Indian is well known for design and handwork
of jewelry, pottery, and proficiency in other crafts. There is also much
documented evidence of complex forms of poetry, music, and fiction.

In architecture, Indian designs for structures are quite diverse and
make use of all manntr of building materials.

These few examples are intended merely to suggest the complexity of
American-Indian culture. The educator who wishes to ensure tne balance of.
information in the books at hand shoyd check to see whether they paint a
picture of the extraordinary diversity within the cultures of the American
Indian.

In conclusion, a textbook about th'e Indiari experience which has a balanced

approach will present the material in such away that Indian culture will be
seen as a complete, consistent whole. If the book deals with a particular
Indian group in relation to different cultures, it will show that the mores,
values, and behavior of the Indian group are as diverse as those of 'any other.

Real ism

A book is realistic if it presents a view of Indian life that actually
exists. If the characters in a book about Indians are recognizable, if the
world they,populate is as diverse as the actual world, if the reader can
perceive of the character as a real human being, performing normal tasks,
the book is realistic. What is "normal," of course, will vary depending on
the tine and place. If a presentation is realistic, however, Its tone, language,
illustrations, and descriptive content will portray a set of circumstances or
characters whom a representative of the group portrayed will recognize as
true -to -life.

The reader must also be aware of the possibility that an author may be
us1rg actul'f cts to reach an erroneous conclusion. This may occur in bookS

in lvhickonly ertain facts art presented which do not giV't a complete view
of 'the subject 'or when a number of facts are given out of a larger context.

The following questions and examples will aid in the analysis of text-
book content.for realism:

13
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1. Does the book give an overall "impression that is actually representa:

tive of the groups or individuals included within it? There are many instances

in textbooks in which the actual facts presented are accurate, but neverthe-

less convey an unrealistic impression of the Indian experience.

Example: "Hole in the Wall departed to the Last Hunting Ground, where

the Great Spirit welcomed him."

Comment: Translations from the original are often literal, and often

result in language that sounds stilted, flowery, ur otherwise unrealistic. If

literal translation is necessary, the author should refer to the fact that

such language in the original is more often than not colloquial and that a

realistic translation would require a translation into colloquial English.

Example. Many Indian names have a colorful qualify which derive from

their literal translation into English. For example, a leader of the Santee'

tribe was named Little Crow, the Hawk that Hunts Walking. A Cheyenne war-

rior-chief was named Old Man Afraid of His Horses.

Comment: Mn author who wished to give a realistic impression of the

nature of these two names in their native languages would want to explain

that, to a Santee or a Cheyenne, the names would not have the same flowery

topd.
Whereas in the literal translation the names are not colloquial, to

a speaker of the original language, they are.

Example. une recalls films in which an Indian leader says to an army

colonel, "White man speak with forked tongue."

Comment: This sort of pidgin English is inappropriate in a textbook.

It contributes to a stereotype of the Indian which is demeaning, and consti/-

tutes an inaccurate,translaiion of the original into good, colloquial English.

Illustrations in'a te?dbook can be of critical importance-. In order'to

give a realistic,view,of the Indian experience, the illustrations should show

the Indians per4ormirtva variety of tasks in many different surroundings.

For instance, the traditional photographs of Indians in the 19th century

,reinforce the,narrOw, stereotypical view of the Indian as the noble savage.

A realistic textbook would show many different portraits of Indians, in order

to show the variety of facial characteristics, dress,'etc.

2. It is clear that a particular individual or community presented in

the text does not necessarily represent all others of the group? When an

author writes of Crazy Horse, his description should not be taken as4 appropriate

14
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to all Oglala Sioux. Further, if he is writing generally about the Oglala,

the reader should not assure that he is describing all plains Indians. No one

member of a particular Indian community possesses every characteristic of the

entire group.

4. Are minority'and Anglo pictures presented with comparable attractive-

ness? Illustrations of characters in textbooks should neither glamorize nor

demean the subject shown. both sorts of illustrations are unacceptable be-

cause they do not convey a realistic impression of the actual nature of the

people portrayed in the book. To insure realism, a variety of illustrations

should be used, showing characters in a range of roles in everyday life.

ti
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CHAPTER III: A MEXICAN AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE

"Mariana is good enough for me."

- -- Lyrics of a once popular song which

delineates people of Mexican descent
as indolent and procrastinating.

Aside from oral communication, the printed word is currently the least

expensive, the most commonly used, and, for its price, the most effective

medium of instruction. Therefore, it-is not surprising that books comprise

approximately 75 percent of the public school's instructional materials. It

is surprising, however, that analysis criteria for school books have not ben

carefully identified. Although much has been written about the theory of

analyzing textbooks, little has been done to apply theory to practice.

As a universally used instructional medium, what school books say, imply,

and/or omit is important. Social, cultural and political circumstances today

no longer will allow the authors of such books to misrepresent or omit the

contributions of ethnically different United States citizens in the teaching of

history and culture.

The automobile, as an instrument of transportation, may in one way be

compared to the school book, 1ri instrument of learning. 1,egislation and the

activities of consumer rights grodps help protect against defective instru-

ments of transportation (thus, defective automobiles are recalled by the

manufacturer to protect lives), adefective school book however, (which may

psychologically cripple its readers) is neither recalled by the writer or

publisher nor'adequately 'protested by consumer groups and/or legislators. 1

There are many school books that have a negative effect onthe self-concept

of minority children in America, since these children have never been represented

adequately in school texts. The reasons for this circumstance stem largely

from political, ideological, and pedagogical value systems.2 Insensitivity

Rupert Costo,, tritinq for the American Indian Historical Press, first
conceptualized this comparison in 1970.

2 See Alfredo Castaneda's article in Beyond Compensatory Education: A New
Approach to Educating Children, Dr.Glen P. Nimhicht (ed.), San Francisco,
Calif,: Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, 1973.
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and unconcern also play a ro '\ All too often writers, illustrators, or pub-

lishers spoil their products\c. qugh a lack of sensitivity toward some group.

Although school books will probaely never be completely free of all biases, we

can reasonably expect the elimination of the stereotype, the demeaning remark,

or the tone of condescension or p rnalisnf toward any ethnic group, culture,

or history.

With support of federal and sta 4i,9overnments, some changes have begun to

occur in the quality of school textboo\i4 Legislative attention to civil rights

has forced writers and publishers to cortiider more closely whether they were

pulation! Also, the need for

4 th,desegregation law, has

thetleed for a variety of books

is of minorities in America.
i,

then educators, writers,

rned with the quality of

alyze accurately the treat-

doing an injustice to large segments of the,

federal funds, requiring proof of complian

made public school systems more concerned ati''

depicting the history, culture, and accompli

If books are to remain the basic tool in tea

publishers, illustrators -- all those who are

instructional print materials -- must be able

ment of minority people in those books.

Despite recent improvements, it is still 4p he that relatively few

\4school books pay attention to the increasingly 519 41 ant numbers of United
AA .,

States citizens who are of Mexican descent.
"3

, Wheile, tsh-speaking peoples
,,

are mentioned, the great majority of preseptattbn Nook \more than tell of

the "problems" of Mexican Americans. Such informa 1,t14,ves the reader with

an impression that is negative, one-sided, and tendi4iOeate or reinforce

ethnic stereotypes. AlthOugh there are school bookiP,26144cus on some positive

aspects of Chicano life, few texts present coniprehensive, balanced information

about the Chicano's culture and heritage.4 Careful analysis 'irrequired to

determine if a given text's influence on children's attitudes toward themselves

and others is positive or negative. It is especially i ortant that school

print materials support and develop a child's heOthy se

11
f-concept, as well

as promote a pluralistic society.
h

3 In California Schools with more than 50% minority students the Spanish

surnamed constitute 60% of the student body. In schools with less than 50%

of the pupils in any or all minority racial or ethnic groups, those with

Spanish-surnames make up 60% of the student body.

4
The term Chicano, Mexican-American, and Spanish-surnamed are used inter-

changeably throughout this handbook.
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In summary, the content of children's books is of major 'concern because.
new laws and conditions attached to federal grants req'uire that school
tricts make an effort to insure cultuVeA,fai mess in their materials; many-, -

existing texts do misrepresent Chicano fife and present error as fact; and
this kind of misrepresentation' can de ps6chological damage to Chicano children.
Upon careful examination, it is f and that even books generally considered
as appropriate are woefully viade uate in their treatment of minority people,
their approach to cultural pluralism, or, their promotion orheal thy self -
concepts for ethnically di fferent children. What alternative solutions are
open to genoinely concerned educators?

A direct approach to improving the quality of school books would be
rewrite books designed for use in school systems. ,although desirable, 41
solution does not ensure the, evert published, new materials would filid
their way into the classroom. A more itintbiliate approach involves the care-
ful analysis and evaluation of kxisting bools',%Ali4erinifte their,approprOate-
ness for minority children. , -

,
Many educators,' parents, and citizens groupsvieV re guidaiiCejn analyz-

ing and selecting books. ThiT handbook iled1"1:viith one specific part' a the
problem; that is, the analysis and evaluation of school books for cultural
fairness. It is designed specifically to alert educators to the need to
analyze, e4,aluate, and supplement school books that deal with the Chicano,
providing basic guidelines for textbook analysis. The criteria are general
in nature, although specific, examples are provided. The discussion of the
criteria and their application is not inten ed to provide a comprehensive,
self-contained analysis, but rather to of a general framework to which
the reader is encouraged to add his or he own research) and reading in the
culture under examination.

Four criteria provide a useful framework for the analysis of textbooks
from an ethnic perspective:

Val i di ty*of Information

Are there simple errors of fact? Are names and dates correct,,for ex-
ample? Does the author.make the more subtle error of organizing his facts
in a way that perpetttfaM stereotypes, such as the myth that all Mexican
Americans are"flin-loving or ldzy?
I

an.
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Unity of I fortation

Does he book relate all important and relevant facts that have bearing

on an his orical event? For example, texts genel.ally justify appropriation

of Mexic -American lands on grounds that the boundaries were not legally

defined according to Mglo-American law. The texts fail to point out that

boundar es identified by Mexican Americans were legal according to the re-

quire ts of the Mexican-American ci.Aure. Are the important contributions

of Me cans, Indian, and Chicanos'no4ed at all points where appropriate and

meani gful? 3

Bala ce 1,

1

Is the Chicano community presented as though it were, composed of only

on: social class (e.g., A'rm laboy 0, pr are the various social strata

a ng Chicano groups represented? A re contributions of all .elements within

t e group women, the aged, youth,\ tellectuals, and so on) recognized? Is

e 'POO culturally one-sided?- Do4 it imply that the highest and most

rational culture is Anglo, and thee xican and Chicano cultures are strange,

inferior, or, inexplicable? \
A,

Realism ,

,Is the overal impression made that%iMexican-American culture is comprised

of many "types" and "personalities," all of which have their own strengths

and weaknesses, which differ from one another in important ways, et have

much in common' Does the text describe people whom the reader c rearillygo
perceive as aLtualTy existing "somewhere in our society" and functioning

as normal human beings? .

In general, the language, tong and illustrations in textbooks and stories

should all work togethervig help Mexican American children feel no less

American than Anglo children, and contribute to their developing a sense of
/t

pride in their cultural ancestry, At the same time, such treatment will c n-

tributetd the education of children of other cultural backgrounds with respect

to acquiring a greater knowledge and appreciation of the Mexican-American

culture.

20
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EXAMPLES AND APX,IATION OF CRITERIA

Validity of Information

Many colo'rful festivals dot the Mexican plendar.'
They feature music and dance. The fun-loving ,

Mexican people are particularly fond of dancing,

At first glance, it may appear that the author is stressing positive

aspects of Mexican culture by presenting an attractive image of a people

that loves music, dancing, and fun. In reality, the passage perpetuates a

negative, stereotyped image of 91egexican and Chicano people. The stereo-

type it reinforces is of a somewhat lazy people who fill their days with fun

and gaiety. The stereotype is untrue; thus, the information conveyed in

the example is not valid. It is also inaccurate to imply, as the passage

dogs, Shat all Mexicans like to dance. As with members of other ethnic

groups, some individuals are fond of dancing; others arg not.

There are other familiar stereotypes of the Mexican-American and Mexican._

people. Indians, ope of the major groups in Mexican society, may he por-

toyed as "silent," ''noble," or even "savage." In reality, pcKonality

traits among Indians probably were not meaningfully different from those of

any other group of people. With regard to being "savage," this stereotype

4as likely attached to Indians who acted to defend their homelands and fami-

lies from those who forcibly, sought to destroy them. would we, however,

label those wlp were in comparable situations during World War II as "savage"?

Another statement that sounds positive but reality reinforces a

stereotype is th . "Mexican women are da and be utiful." This supports

A stereotype of ican women by suggesting that they are all of a certain

physical type. t is a false image, as are all stereotypes. Mexican women

do not all 1 k alike. Mexican and Chicano men are sometimes described

,

,

5
This passage and the following boxed quotations are examples of the type
of statements found in many textbooks.

A
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stereotypically as 'dark- skinned and of short stature," and "good with their
hands." Although as a group Chicanos are shorter than Anglos, it is important,
to point out there is a wide range of heights, from very short to quite tall,
among individuals. There is also a wide range of skin colors- -the legacy
of intermingled Spanish and Indian blood. Further, although many Mexican

'Americans are good with their hands, many are not.

Unity of Information

One of the most striking features of Aztec
life was the possibility of its sudden termi-
nation. The Aztecs made human sacrifices that
took place before thousands of onlookers at
elaborate ceremonies.

r

The problem with some books is tbat they stress passages like this one,
.

which describe the darker aspects of Maxi can-indi an history, while under-
playing the great cultural and Icientific achievements that formed a signi-
ficant part of these ancient cultures. We define this as lack of unity of
information. The Mayas, for example, made, outstanding achievements in the ,

development of the calendar and in astronomy. Their astronomers could pre-
dict the revolution of Venus with an error of only one day in 6,000 years.
They produced jewelry of extremely high quality, and superb wood carvings,.
and murals. The Indians have contributed much to Mexican and Chicano culture.

It is important that texts recognize these contributions. Some books simply

fail to point out that the Chicano has a bicultural heritage that is both
Indian and Spanish. This is a fundamental omission.

t

The people who settled in Texas were being ha-
rassed by the.Mexicans. The Texans were used to
thegir American freedoms. So they organized a drive
to stop their harassers. The Mexicans retaliated
by sending an army to quell the rebellion. The
Texans made a last stand at the Alamo. The Mexicans
defeated the brave Texas settlers.

A basic requirement under unity of information is that all relevant Ibnd
material aspects of Mexican-Amertcan culture and history be presented in

12
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texts that narrate the history of the United States. Treated in this manner,

the text will help the Chicano identify with and take pride in his heritagr,

as well as enable the reader to acquire a truer understanding of U. S. history.

The passage above falls short of these requirements in a number of wags. It

implies that the only true Texans were Anglo Americans, when in fact many

Mexicans settled there and considered themselves Texans. Further, there is

no historical evidence of widespread harassment of Americans in Texas. It

is also a distortion to imply that the conflict was simply between Americans

and Mexicans. For both political and economic reasons, many settlers, both

Anglo and Mexican, wanted to be free from Mexican juhscliction. Firially,

the word "o rave" in the last sentence implies that right was exclusively on

the side of the defenders of the Alamo.

Balance

Ancient ways of life are still followed in Mexico's
villages. Farmers cultivate their fields with old;
fashioned hand implements. But these traditional
farming methods, are gradually being replaced by more
advanced, nodern ones.

The use of value-lpaded terms like "ancient" and "old-fashioned" in

contrast with "advanced" and "modern" can imply that traditional Mexican

farmers are backward and inferior. This is an ethnocentric point of view.

Things that one culture considers backward sometimes work effectively within

the context of another culture, and should not be viewed as inferior. Since

thq, text does suggest an inferior status for one aspect of Mexican culture

without setting it in its proper perspective, it lacks balance.

California's Central Valley is now one of the great
agricultural regions of the world. Much of the credit
for this achievement goes to the Mexican-American
farmworker, who has labored long and hard to produce
the fruits and vegetables that grace our table.

The above statement is all right as far as it. goes, but too many texts

stop there. They do not cite the contributions of Mexican Americans in other

23
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areas of American life. At the same time that Mexican farm laborers helped

build the agricultural foundation of California and the southwest, lexican-

American lawyers, judges, politicians, and engineers made important contri-

butions in their own areas. Books should include the contributions of all_

elements within Mexican-American society--the women, youth, aged, white and

blue collar workers, artists, and writers. Lacking this kind of content,

the texts do not meet the requirements of balance of information.

Pepe lived in a world of relatives. His mother,

father, grandmother, grandfather, aunt, and uncle
all shared the same house in the barrio. hen

Pepe got sick, he didn't see a doctor. Instead,

his mother took him to a curandero, or healer.

There are many subgroups within Chicano society. When a text focuses

on one subgroup, it is necessary to point out that some Chicanos live dif-

ferently. Some do live in extended families and visit curanderos. Other

Chicanos live in small, nuclear families

Similarly, texts sometimes make sweeping

siesta in the afternoon." The statement

Mexicans take siestas, others have never

Realism

It'ls possible to communicate unrealistic (and therefore erroneous) im-

pressions by means of facts thaare in themselves totally valid. This may

occur in texts where (1) only selected facts are presented but not all rele-

vant facts, or (2) an array of facts is presented in an inappropriate &on-

text. Realism as a criterion refers to the overall impression that is made

and requires that texts portray individuals and groups as true-t-life

persons, actually existing in society (past or present) and carrying on the

normal tasks of daily life. What is "normal" Will, of course, vary accord-

ing to time and place in history, realistic treatment simply requires that

the description of people and their behaviors be such that a group repre-

sentative would read, the text and say, "These are my people."

and consider curanderos to be quacks.

statements like, "Mexicans take a

is too broad to be accurate. Some

participated in this custom.
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Historically, many Mexican Americans have been
characterized by a passive, "what will be will
be" type of philosophy. But this may be true
of people of Latin descent generally, at least
in the Americas, and may explain the relative
lack of technological development among them.

,1

This is an example of selected facts. It lacks realism for three rea-

sons. First, throughout their history the spirit of the Mexicans and other

NN Latins was one of pioneering orT conquest. It was anything but passive.

Second, the passage does not deal with the ways Anglo society has oppressed

the Mexican American politically, educationally, and economically. Responses

to this oppression, unless they go so far as violent resistance, may be in-

terpreted as "passive." Third, the passage fails to mention other reasons

that have been advanced to explain why nations reach different levels of

technological attainment (factors such as natural resources, urban-rural

orientation, and so on). Because the overall impression given by the passage

is misleading, then, it lacks realism. It lacks validity, too:

It is evident that Mexican Americans in our
society do not hold a proportionate number of
high-paying jobs. One theory suggests the
reason for this is their inability to keep
strict time schedules. In short, too many of
them simply never do things on time.

This is an example of "facts" presented in an inappropriate context.

resides it is applying the stereotype to arrive at a "theory." The impression

given is unrealistic because the passage describes a behavior pattern that

-characterized rural Mexico in the last century, and applies it to Mexican-

Americans living in an industrialized society in the 20th ctntury. In a

technological society that runs according to work shifts and schedules,

punctuality is important. Mexican Americans have madst/the transition to

industrial ways, but the author ignores this and, th'erefore, the passage

creates an unrealistic impression.

25
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Two other points that concern realism should'be 'noted:

1. Because of the bicultural heritage ofethe Chicano and Mexican, the

representatives of these groups include a very broad range of physical types.

This fact should be reflected in a book's illustrations. To show only one

body type oc skin tone in illustrations is unrealistic.

2. Books should not include stilted translations from the Spanish.

This literary technique can give the impression that Mexicans or Chicanos

speak and behave in strange wSys. In the context bf their entire culture,

the language is totally functional and no more or less characterized by

quaintness than the language of any other people. 'Translations should not

distort this naturalness.
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CHAPTER IV: A BLACK AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE

"My mother bore me in the southern
wild,

And I am black., but 0! my soul
.'is white!"

---From the poem The Little Black Boy,
by Wm. Blake. Found in English.
Literature Anthology used in
Los Angeles schools.

.seldom, if ever, does teacher training include important skills that can

lead to more informed book selection and to better use of existing materials.

This chapter will analyze potential textbooks from a perspective of cultural

fairness and choose appropriate classroom materials about the black experience.

Teachers are often faced with children who actively dislike or shay little

interest in school. The content of textbooks has been cited as a primary cause

of this problem by the California Association of School Psychologists and Psycho-

metrists which has pointed out that the school curriculum often is not relevant

or familiar to black students. According to the assOciation, this gap between

the students' experiences and the curriculum contributes to a lack of interest

in school and to subsequent failure. This chapter is designed to help improve

the book selection process. Specifically, it will help the reader to:

1. understand the importance of judging books for their relevance
to the black experience for both black and non-black children.

2. develop skill in analyzing the written content and illustrations
of books in terms of the black perspective.

Racial attitudes among children have been investigated in many experimental

studies. Using a variety of techniques, school settings, and geographical loc-
.

ations, researchers have consistently arrived at the same conclusionsi Racial

recognition in both black and white children appears by the third year and

develop's in stability and clarity from year to year. Of major significance is

the preference found among black children for the color white.) They frequently

1
See bibliography for Clark ed Clark (1947), Goodman (1952), Landreth and
Johnson (1953), Morland. (1958) and Clark (1963).
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priefee wnite dolls and friends. Some black children also often identify them-

selhs as white or don't want to admit that they are black. Black children's

preference for white reflects their knowledge that society prefers white people.

White children, also, generally prefer white, they, too, know that society favors

its white members. How children learn to see themselves is of critical concern

and identifying children's learned racial attitudes rais4 the further question

of who or what teaches children to dislike themselves pr members of another

race.

More than six million non-white childred are learning to read and to under-

stand the American way of life in books which omit them entirely, scarcely

mention the, or misrepresent them.2 A great deal of damage is done to the black

child's self-concept, but the impact of all-white books on forty million white

children is equally bad. Although his light skin makes him one of the world's

minorities, the white child learns from his books that he is "kingfish." There

seems little chance of developing the humility so urgently needed'for world

cooperation so long as children are brought up on gentle doses of racism through

their books.

Most school systems and administrators seem unaware that feelings of worth-

leqsness are widespread among black children and that such feelings greatly

affect their schoolwork. All too often, the very materials of education

serve to lower the self-esteem of these children by totally'exCluding or distor-

ting the roles of black people in AMerican life.

With the current demand foe change it textbook content, researchers have

attempted tG determine the specific influence of textbooks on the racial attitudes

of children. One study
3

tried to determine:

1. whether racial division among children can be lessened by a
study.Of the, black man's heritage and Contributions to America;

2. the influence of

3. tne degree of im
when he has kn

4. the degree of

through stud
to America.

community contacts upon racial cleavage;

rovement e .lack child's self - concept
s heritage; and

ment of the hite child's self-concept
black man's heritage and contributions

2
See bibliography, Rosenfield (1968).

3
See bibliography, Georgeoff (1968).
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Results of this research show that white and black children learn about

black people and their culture without bias when exposed to material that

depicts the black experience as it actually exists,. Positive effects were

found on the self-concept of both black and white children who studied black

history and culture.

In another study,
4

two groups of white second-grade school children were

used to look at the effect of curriculum materials that showed black people in

'a favorable light. The first group used a multi - ethnic reader which included

characters from sever41 different racial and ethnic groups, while children in

the second group used regular readers which included only whites. The study

clearly indicated that multi-ethnic readers resulted in a marked positive

.chllage in attitudes toward black people. These studies indicate that changes,

in attitude can take place in the classroom through exposure to materials dired-

ted at altering erroneous concepts.

In general, then, research results indicate that exposing young children

to positive and valid materials about black, people can change and enrich their

attitudes. If black children are to be more self-accepting and non-black

children are to understand and respect a'different ethnic group, the materials ,

made available to them need to be more closely scrutinized for ethnic relevance,,

before use. Most texts do not p&vide a positive image nor do they stimulate

a black child's interest with realistic and familiarsettings..* ,

The next question is how to acquire the skills that make possible a criti-

cal analysis of the available materials before selecting texts for the class-

room. There are four criteria which can be applied to such analysis:

Validity of Information

Checking for validity of information means asking if the information is

accurate. Does*the text perpetuate historical
.4

or current myths and stereotypes,

sucn as all blacks are lazy, content with their poverty, or subservient to

whites?

Unity of Information

Unity of the information in printed materials refers to their historical con-

tent. It should be determined whether the contribution of blacks is included

wherever ppropriate and meaningful. For example, in a discussion of the Civil

War, are all the heroes white, or is the important involvement of black people

4
See ,bibliography, Litcher and Johnson (1969).
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a part of the account? Unity of information also demands the inclusion qlall

points of view concerning historical events or issues, not just the prevailing

Anglo perspective.

Balance

If there is to be adequate balance in the treatment of black culture,

materials must include information on more than one social stratum in that cul-

ture. Are all blacks pictured as laborers, rrids, or sports champions, with

the same ambitions and values? Balance is achieved when a range of social and

occupational activities of Vinous strata are described and when distinctive

cultural characteristics (for instance, the roles of music and art in black

culture) are presented in a positive and comprehensive manner. Neither is

there balance if the mannerisms of the black culture are presented as strange

.14((and therefore inferior) to the white viewpoint.

Realism

When the criterion of realism is consideredoit is necessary to examine the

overall impression createdby the content. It should represent the various

types of black individuals or groups that actually existed in the past or can

be found in society today. Further, to meet the criterion of realism, it is not

enough .hat the contest is factually accurate, it must be,contextually realis-

tic as well. The tone of the presentation, its language, and its illustrations

must combine to portray people as they really are. Illustrations, for example,

Can give a totally unrealistic picture, although the accompanying facts may be

valid. Representations in books often show a black child in the background,

subservient to his white pal, or they may shbw his appearance unrealistically

with regard to color of skin and facial features. The chin should be por-

trayed in a true-to-life fashion.

Finally, it should be noted that no claim is made for the inclusion ,

nere of all the necessary tools for effective analysis. Hopefully= a frame-,

work is provided as a starting point in any effort to critically analyze

and choose materials relevant to the black culture used an a curriculum.

It will become apparent that some of the examples following could have been

treated under more-than one category and that certain overlaps occur.
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EXAMPLES lib APPLICATION OF CRITERIA

Validity of Information \
Assessing the validity onsoformation in printed materials means examining

racial attitudes in regard to stereotypes, myths, and factual errors.
While we seem to have moved beyond the direct caricature of blacks in

children's literature, we are still faced with widespread misrepresentations.
Even in recent books designed to fitirther racial harinony, ethnic attitudes may
seem to enhance the image of the White American while making that of the black
American seem less desirable. A jor question is how well these books, pri-1
manly fiction, meet the criteri that can provide guidanC't' to black children
looking for their identity in rican life and non-black children who need a ,

realistic perspective on the co ributions 6,f blacks.
Lack of black consciousnes and lack of creative ability by the author

often result in a "verbal mins rel show -- whites in ,blackface," rather than
a full expression of the range of experience of the black Americans. Too

often the black child is sho as acting as,,a catalyst for the white child,
i.e., in passive and subservi nt roles. The reader, then, is given reading
materials that perpetuate th stereotype.

Films of the 1930s and 1940s contained many ethnic' stereot pes. Fortu-
nately, many films once pe eived as "outstanding" have been wi drawn from

the television market because they depicted blacks as rolling-e ed cowards
or dull-witted servants. It is with these images in mind that we suggest a

-
critical look at the nature of the stereotype in publicgtthns to insure that
the information ill classroom teas is valid.

A slteregtYpe results from an oversimplified or biased way of thinking,
especially about person and social groups. (For example, the thought that
an American slave was always-obedient and docile is a myth. History shows

that there were many slave protests and uprisings.) Stereotypes are undesir-
able, certainly, and create impressions quite at odds with the range/of
behavior so grossly lumped together. Geheralizations, under almost any set
of circumstances, can be challenged on one ground\or another. lthen we general-.k

ize by putting people in categories, we do a great disservice to each. 'le

ought, rather, to treat each person and each event individually.
StE-reatypes are objectionable because of their ethnocentrism. Ethnocen-

trism is the belief that one's own race-and culture are the standard for
measurement, and thus superior to those of all other groups, and that the
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values, beliefs, and behaviors of another group are not. gual to one's own.

Ethnic stereotypes tend to be powerful and lasting. Another objection to

stereotypes is that they suggest that people within an ethnic group have

inbord and unchangeable psychological or social characteristics.

Finally, stereotypes are dangerous because, when we show that we expect

a certain form of behavior, we may force someone to behave as we anticipated.

For example, studies show that a child whp is constantly told that he is bad

is likely to act "bad." Stereotyping generally occurs in texts in two ways:

either through the presentation of such limited information that a broader

more accurate picture is ignored, or through the inclusion of falsely gener-

alized material which is de aning to the reality of the black experience or is

blatantly offensive. Some ommon stereotyped treatments of materials include:

I. early Africans and contemporary black people depicted as,
savage, barbarian, or "needing to gain insight";

2. attempts to justify tbe inhumane treatment of black people
(e.g., whites are powerless to do anything about it, or
blacks need bondage for their own benefit);

3. black peeple depicted as being happy or content in subhuman
circumstances (e.g., slavery, poverty).

Of course, some ger)eralizations about categories of things, events,

are useful.' The key question is, "Does the generalization fit the facts?"

Accurate generalizations are valuable( in that they let us anticipate future

events from past experience. Many attempts to generalize about ways people

think, feel, live, work, etcl are dysfunctional, however.

Unity of Information

To 'examine publications for unity of information, the reader must consider

whether the historical coverage includes the full range of relevant events and

whether"the contribution of blacks is consistently included. Certain weaknesses

in materials are often compensated for by their topical and timely nature, which

provides immediate identification for black children. At present, most selections

offering unity of information abouit black history and culture are found in his-

tories, biographies, autobiographies, and scientific materials. And even in

those, the criteria for black success are often based on white values. To under-

,
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stand the importance of unity in selecting publications, we cannot underestimate

the significance of these histories and biographies. In the past, contributions

of Afro-Americans to American history have been distorted or excluded, and we

will never fully know the loss of identity experienced by generations of blacks

as a result--first in the deprivativ of their original culture, then in the dis-

tortion of theeculture forced on them. While we have only learned a part of

that past, we must attempt to learn the rest in order to judge and analyze books

effectively.

It is necessary to determine whether the book provides information which
A'

is historically' accurate from a black perspective, including a unified presen-

tation of:

1. specific facts that are accurate according to the period
(context) in which the event took place (e.g., the Eman-
cipation Proclamation originated out of militarY
necessity, not as a matter of principle);

2. specific facts of the conditions under which black people
live (e.g., the oppression of blacks was created and main-
tained by the laws and institutions of society, not by
their choice or lack of desire to change).

Another aspect of unity is whether the material contains information re-

garding contributions of black individuals. Materials pat are important"

include discussions of:

o black person(s) who have made cokilIbutions to their own

people or the society;
4

o significant event(s) in the history of black people (e.g.,

Civil War, Harlem Renaissance, March on Washington);

key issues in the history of tlack people (e.g., freedom,
independence, black liberation, black power, black pride,

etc,);

o methods black people used to meet objectives and work
toward goals (e.g., underground railroad, sit-ins, Watts
riots, demonstrations, etc.) as illustrations of their

participation in and desire for social change.
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Balance

If a book is to give evidence of the beliefs and values.Which are truly

associated with the black culture, the balance of information on all groups

within the black culture must be examined. This kind'of balance is conveyed

when the experiences of diffe 'rent strata within a culture are described as real,

and accepted.

The failure of books to provide a variety of role model,i for black students-

indicates a lack of balance. We are concerned with the need for black and non-

black children to see black people in a variety of occupational and community

roles. Books which present only limited possibilities for black male and female

adults in reference to occupations can fix attitudes in black student about

their own career potential. This limitation will deprive the black community

and society 1n general of needed expertise.

Community role models depicted in those books Should include black persons

(such as tutors, professional educators, and legal and medical assistants) who

work toward eliminating some of the problems in the black community and society
P

in general.

Another effectivOltool in an analysis of balance is to determine whether

black people are portrayed as central or noncentral characters,, Is token inAe-
,-,

, gration achieved merely by placing a black person in the bdtkVO'Ulid -of an ill'us-

tration, or has a sincere effort been made to recognize the coptributions,

achievements, and worth of black people by depicting them as k6 members of our

s,vaty"

N-Abalanced portrayal of the overall development and contributions of

hlack:people is achieved when a book contains examples of the following:.

The feelings of individuals or groups of black people about
their activities or experiences.

o Black people's efforts to protest negative myths, exploita-
tion, and oppression.

o The importance and worth of contributions of black Americans
to society.

Black people working together to solliePUbi-emsthrough pool
ing their own resources and using each other as 'resources.

°.Black people (individuals or as a group) having'pride in tnem-
selves by demonstrating ambition, creativity, faith, making
their own decisions about themselves or appreciating their
own physical appearance and heritage.
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references to black People's efforts to free themlves,licit

.

Bal\nce is not 490sent wheii there are omissions of vital dimensions. Often

it is not what is said about the black character that is objectionable, but what

is omitted. Neither blIck nor white Children are given true reflections of them-

selves or.each other in books in which either the perspective is solely of the

white world or the black child submits to and endures white "superiprtty" and

benevolence.

Thus, balance calls for the inclusion of a black perspective. BalAnce is

enhanced if the following treatments are found in a selection:

o Color names for black and brown people are used in a positive manner.

o Black role models are described in various occupations, posi-
tions of authority, and decision making.

o Characters demonstrate pride in self, family, or group.

o Individual characters define themselves decidinglwho they
are, what they want, and what they mu do.

o Characters solve problems by working together, asking for
help, by protesting, struggling, being ambitious and crea-
tive, or by outwitting oppressors.

° Characters' feelings about situat' described, celebration
pleasure, pain, joy, worry, etc so as no to make them bita
different.

In summary, the educator

parts of balance in books:

ould be aware of e following critical counter-

o Black charac rs in prominent or in no central les.

Black characters in a healthy lipeety of househo d units or
in stereotypical households (we fare family, matriarchal,
abusive father, irresponsible or abserirTItttrft..-72,

o Black characters in positons of influence in the society of
in stereotypical occupations and roles'(i.e., servants, welfare,

4
unemployed, drug pushers, etc. ).4°`

o Black cd4racters depicted as lively and intelligent pr as
weak, subservient, or timid. 4

To work toward the inclusion of curricula...We/4es which demonstrate this

kind of balance is to help give fair representation to blacks in American life.
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Realism

The discussions of validity, unity, and balance have pointed to the n ed

to analyze facts and accuracy of content. Realism, however, takes into account

the overall tone, the general treatment of the subject matter. The vital com-

ponent in considering materials for their realism Ties in the possibility of

error by implication despite factual accuracy. One area in which misinterpre-

tation can occur is in illustration.

. Children are aware early of the reflections of themselves in the world.

With this understanding of their perceptions, concern over what they see must

be rased. Since children learn to "read" pictures long before they learn to

read wordOrwhat they see is an important functionoof a book.

High quality, color printing too often leads readers to make hasty and

uncritical choices of books for children. Books sold on the strength of

colorful pictures are worthwhile, but despite brilliant colors, children

look'for familiar details in pictures. Thus, illustrations in children's

books should be more than decorative. Their purposes must be evident and

their meanings clear so as to reflect the realism of the language and tone

of tit text.

palism in the overall impression of a book requires that particular indi-

viduals or the community in general are presented in a true-to-lite way.

Materials, especially illustrations that relate to a child's, day-to-day interests

and familiar home environment offer a more effective and stimulating approach

to individual 'guidance. Therefore, it is important to depict black people's

contributions and participation in society realistically. Including only one

racial group in a picture, and omitting another, or showing only one or two dark

faces in a crowd, reinforces attitudes of racial superiority in white children

and attitudes of racial inferiority in black children. Further, the mere

inclusion of more black people in illustrations does not insure realism. Often

illustrations do not accurately portray the physical characteristics of black

people, such as broad facial features or coarse hair texture.

Reflecting the diversity of physical appearShce and expression realistically

increases the possibility for an individual blat child to see himself repre-

sented in the material authentically. Black people can be just as expressive

as any other etbnic group. it is unfortunate when illustrations depict indi-

4 viduals or groups as emotionless statues or as meaningless blurs. We should

expect to find illustration; that enable children to become involved in the
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accompanying story. Warmth, lively expression, and the ability to exude jo

joy and a celebration for living should be seen, as well as the necessary pain,

concern, and effort which emerges through unhappiness, loneliness, struggq,

and hard work. People should appear to have a purpose or aim, the visible

images should demonstrate these facets of human Okperience.

Illustrations are n4Lthe only concern when examining a textifor realism.

The text itself often gives an unrealis trayal of black characters.

Some common failures occur when the text tends to t black people respond

to situations in an unrealistic way, with singing, dancing, come y, ar or

submissiveness. Characters may use dialect language in a way implying that it

is inferior, or they may have their problems solved by whites. In other (
stereotypical characterizations blacks are talked to in paternalistic or con-

descending ways or are referred to as mentally inferior.

Finally, close attention should be paid to the author's attitude toward

the language of his characters. For example, "My father he be working", is normal,

functional, and not quaint or curious in some black communities. Such language

should not be treated in a demeaning fashion in the text:
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SUGGESTED READING

Student Bibliography:

BuCkley, P. .Okolo of Nileria. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1962. \--

-h4ell illustrated with photographs.. A boy's struggle to gain
an education in Africa.

Davidson, B. A guide to African history. New York: Doubleday and Co.,
1965. (Zenith Books, paperback/

A general survey of the African past from earliest times to
the present.

,

Dobler, L., & Brown, W. A. Great rulers of the African pest. New york:
uoubleday and Co., 1965.

The story of five African rulers and the empires they led. Con-
tains color pictures.

Gunther, J, Meet North Africa. New York: Harper & Row, 1957.

An account of the peoples and geography of North Africa.

Gunther, J. Feet South Africa. New York: garper & Row, 1958.

An account of the people and geography of South Africa. ,

itughes, L. The first book of Africa. New York: Franklin Watts, 1960.

A general account Of Africa's past, present, and future. Well
illustrated with photographs.

Yates, E. Amos Fortune: free man. New York: E. P. Dutton and Co., 1965.

Newburg Award winner. Exciting adventure.of a young African
prince brought to America as a slave who later won his freedom.

Teacher Bibliography:

Bohannan, P. Africa and Africans. New York: Doubleday and Co., 1964.

Curtin, P. D. The image of Africa. 1:adison, Wisc.: University of Wisconsin
Press x31964.

Davidson, B. Black mother: the years of the African slave trade. Boston:
Little, Brown and Co., 1961.

A good examination of the beginning of the American slave trade.

Davidson, B. African kingdoms. New York: Time Incorporated, 1966.

A good account of the ancient African kingdoms, the lost civi-
lizations and the high cultural attainment during that period.

JuBois, W. E. B. Black folk, then and now. New.Yoh: Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, 1939.

A collection of essays on the African past with emphasis on
African history before and during the slave trade.
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Fage, J. D. The history of West Africa. 'few York: Cambridge University
Press, 1964.

A scholarly treatment of this subject.

Mannix, D. P., & Cowley, M. Black cargoes: a history of the Atlantic
slave trade. NeW York: Viking Press, 1962.

A good general account of the African slave trade.

Oliver, R., & Fage, J. D. A short history of Africa: New York. New York
University Press, 1963.

A good overview of the subject.

Shinnie, M. Ancient African kingdoms. New York: St. Martins Press, 1966.

WoOdson, C. G. African background outlined. viashington, D.C.. Associated
Publishers, 1936.

A good general account of the culture and civilization of West
Afri ca.

General. Bibliography:

Adams, R. L. Great Negroes past and present. Chicago Afro-Am Publishing
Co., 1964.

Color drawings are excellent for display.

Bennett, L., Jr. Before the Mayflower: a history of the Negro in America.
Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1966. (paperback)

Complete and readable general history from African roots to
recent times.

bontemps, A. 'The story of the Negro. New Y rk: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,
1958.

A dramatic and exciting.story of black people from their ancient
past to the Montgomery bus boycott.

Bontemps, A., & Conroy, J. Anyplace but here. ,iew York: Hill and Wang,

1966.

Very good account of several famous Afro-Americans, including
DuSable and Backwourth.

Butcher, M. J. The Negro in American culture. dew York: Alfred Knopf,

1971.

This excellent book-dkamines the contribution of Negroes to
American literature, art, and music. It discusses the effects of
general American culture on the Negro creative artist.

Cuban, L. The Negro in America. Oicago: Scott Foresman, 1964.

A collection of primary source material relating to Afro-
American history. ,
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Franklin, J. H. From slavery to freedom. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1967.

Well written, scholarly, complete and historically accurate
history of the Negro in America, by a leading black historian.

Frazier, E. E. The Negro inAthe United States. New York: Macmillan, 1957.
r.

Scholarly and basic study by noted sociologist. Historical
approach to a sociological study that emphasizes the black man's inte-
gration into American life.

Ginzberg, E., & Eichner, A. S. The troublesome presence. New York: Free
, Press, 1964.

Analysis of Negro -white relations from 1916 to 1964.
Herskovits, M. The myth of the Negro past. New York: Harper & Row, Inc.,

1941.

Hughes, L. Famous Negro'heroes of America. New York: Uodd, Mead, 1958.

Stresses the important contributions of black Americans to the
exploration and colonization of the New World.

Hughes, L. The first book of Africa. New York: Franklin Otts,... 1952.
An interes-ting beginner's study of Negro history.

Hughes, L., & Meltzer, M. A pictorial history of the Negro in America.
New York: .Crown Publishing Co., 1963,, . ,

Picture history of the Negro American. Shows his struggle for
freedan in photographs, sketches, paintings, and cartoons.

Katz, W. L. Eyewitness: the Negro in American history. New York: Pitman,
1967.

A good general history, containing documents and pictures of
Afro-American history from African backgrounds to the civil sights
movement.

Li tcher, J., & Johnson, D. Changes in Attitudes toward Negroes of White
Elementary School Students after Use of Multi-Ethnic Readers. Journal
of Educational Psychology, 1969, 60, .(2), 148-152.

Logan, R. W. The Negro in the'United States. Berkeley. Serendipity Books,
1957. (Anvil paperback)^.

Excellent short history of the Negro in America. Followed by... ,
important primary source material in Afro-American history. Part,icu-
larly good' for research.

rieltzer, M. In their own words. Vol. I. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co..
1964,

....................
....400d, if somewhat limited, collection of documents relating

--------...........11-...Li to blacks. :-.... .
rds.gleGreat American Negroes. jiew York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,
1956.

- Well written biographies of famous Afro-American men and women. . '
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Rosenfield, H. Books to enhance the self-image of Negro children. Washing-

ton, D.C.: Office of Education, United States Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, 1968.

Saunders, R. J. The lonesome road: the story of the Negro in America. New

York: Doubleday, 1958.

Chapter-length biographical sketches of famous Afro-Americans

who worked toward the attainment of freedom and equality.

Stampp, K. The peculiar'institution. New York: Vintage Press, 1956.

Woodson, C. G. Negro makers of history. Vol. 2. Washington, D.C.: Asso-

ciated Publishers, 1958.

An accurate account of the Negro frOl his. beginning in Africa

to modern times.

Woodson, C. G., & Wesley, C. H. Negro in ourhistory. Washington, D.C.:

Associated Publishers, 1962.

A good account of the influence of Afro-Americans on American

life and history.
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CHAPTER V: A CHINESE-AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE
4

"This is not a Chinese classroom:"

1--admonition of'an elementary school
teacher when her students misbehaved
or were noisy.

Nearly half a million people An the United States are Chinese Americans.
1

Most are American citizens born in this country. Many are second, third, and

fourth generation Americans whose forefathers helped settle this land. How-

ever, because of cultural and physical differences, they are set apart and

not fully accepted as Americans.

Asian Americans are frequently complimented, for example, on how beauti-.

fully they speak English. One Asian American, testifying recently before a

California State Senate committee on the way minorities Are portrayed in school.

books, received a compliment from a senator on her eloquent English. She could

not resist pointing out the stereotypical implication that Chinese persons are

unable to sneak good English. Her spontaneous reaction to the compliment made

a stronger impression then her prepared testimony, which described the deep-

seated Asian American stereotypes held by even the most educated and sensitivg

people.

The myths about Chinese Americans are quite far from reality. Two of

the most common erroneous assumptions are described below. 1

The Success Myth

This refers to the myth of the Chinese Americdn's spectacular story of

successful adjustrient despite a century of legal and social discrimination in

this country. Chinese Americans have supposedly overcome this discrimination

through diligent work and are now a "model" minority. They have become suc-

cessful, have "made it" as Americans. They have been totally assiml3ated into

American society, and therefore have no proglems..

1 1970 census figures give 435,062 Chinese Americans. ever these counts
are consistently lower than actual figures because of Itcreasd immigration
in the last decade estimated at 8,000 per year.

tr4
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The Proud Chinese Myth

This myth perpetuates the belief that thg' Chinese are a proud people.

They have totally retained their marvelous civilization and culture. They

like to stick to themselves and don't want to be assimilated into American

society. They have an ancient culture which they consider superior. They

take care of their own, and therefore they have no problems.

The Reality: Yellow Identity in Conflict

Neither myth is correct. The reality is that in recent decades Chinese

Argilcans have been experiencing severe identity crises which are causing a

growing,distress in their personal lives. At first the Chinese unquestion-

ingly identified themselves with white Americans. Jade Snow Wong wrote in

her autobiography, Fifth Chinese Daughter, that, as a little girl, she felt the

most beautiful woman she knew was her school teacher who had wavy blonde hair,

fair skintand blue eyes. The author was quite unaware of the implications of

thii obvious internalization of white American values. .

Chinese who were born and educated in China and came to this country as

adults are, on the whole, sure of their heritage and confident of their

personal worth. Those who immigrated to the U.S. as children or adolescents,

and those born in the United States, often go through periods of painful

adjustment. Some carry deep-seated doubts as to who they are anti what their

position is in American society. While the Chinese American born in the United

States usually has little or no knowledge of his root culture, he is often

expected to be an expert on Chinese culture by well meaning friends who ask

questions ranging from the dating of a jadt or ivory carving to how to cook

rice. Such questions and assumptions are embarrassing because, more often

than not, the Chinese American does not know the answer. "People expect you

somehow to be hard-working, responsible, an art expert, have inside knowledge

of the workings of Peking and even be a good cook," says one Chinese American.

After World War I, the majority of second, third, and fourth generation .

Chinese Americans became totally Americanized, Jut were not totally assimilated

or accepted as Americans. Their desire to become American and thus be fully

accepted grew very strong. Much to the chagrin of their parents, many refused to

eat rice,, use chopsticks, touch any Chinese food, or speak Chinese, so strong

was their fear of being "different" from the "'American" model.

To the extent that he was bilingual and bicultural, the Chinese American

was treated as different and less than American, leading to an overwhelming

desire during the nineteen-forties and nineteen-fifties to become more American
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than the Americans. Chinese Americans spoke English at home and joined the

Christian churches. The children played baseball anti joined Girl Scouts and

Boy Scouts.

The surge of ethnic awareness accompanying the civil rights movement

in the nineteen-sixties led to a significant heightening of "yellow con-

sciousness," especially among young Chinese Americans. Many, seeing the gains

made by the black civil rights movement, began to feel they had been betrayed.

Hadn't they been "good, law abiding citizens," and "kept their place?" But

what had it done for them? In American society, they quickly learned, one

had to shout loudly to be heard. The Chinese Americans, who had not hitherto

voiced their prdblems, had to change'lfieir tactics. Some young students chose

blacks as their models, sporting '''Afro" hairdos and mimicking the language of

"cool, man, cool." The sad part tos t t in Amitating the black style of

expression, without having lived throug e ac experience, they were not

much better off than when they had been imitating white behavior. It would

not work. Chinese Americans had to find their own identities.

In the late nineteen-sixties, as a response to urgent student demands,

Asian4merican ethnic studies programs sprung up at colleges throughout the

country. The student rationale was as follows:

If the Asian American is to live in a complex

American sdciety and an even more complex world,
and still assert his own humanity, he must know
his own cultural history as an Asian American.

The key words here are, to know his own cultural history as an Asian

American." This'ioes beyond the mere study of China as mysterious country

in thk,"Far East." Until very recently Chinese-American youngsters could not

read in their textbooks anything about the role their forefathers played in

the building of America and take pride in it. As with other minorities, their

contributions and history were systematically left out of school books. This

sin of omission has affected Asian American'self-concqpt, one of their great-

est problems. Although Asian-American history is slowly being added to texts,

for the most part it is not integrated with other aspects of American history,

but is simply tacked on as a separate unit. Once more, Asian Americans are

set apart ?rom mainstream America.
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The folloWing discussion presents a set of criteria that can be used as

a framework.for more effective analysis of textbooks in terms of cultural fair-

ness. The criteria include validity of information, unity of information,

balance, and-realism.

Validity of Information

There are two kinds of validity. Firsr, to be valid, a book's facts

must be correct. There can be no errors of historical dates or names, for

example. Second, a book is invalid if it perpetuates inaccurate stereotypes,

such as the "successful" and "proud" Chinese myths described earlier. Other

misleading treatments to watch for include such stereotypical behavior and

physical characteristics as clever, loyal, law-abiding, sneaky, hard-working.

having short, squat bodies and buck teeth. There are also stereotypical Chinese

American occupations (laundryman, accountant) and sex roles (exotic women,

studious men).

Unity of Information

To conform to the criterion of unity of information, a book mus present

the full range of events when discussing historical incidents. It must a o

include the contribution and involvement of the ethnic group at all points

where it is appropriate and meaningful. i'exts often fail to discuss the

full range of events when they explainsChinese-American behavior solely in

terms of what the group itself "wanted" to do. For example, a book May say

that Chinese Americans formed Chinatown because they wanted to stay todether.

The statement omits other pertinent events, such as the fact that the Chin

were driven out of many small towns and forced to.settle in cities. To meet

the criterion of unity, a book must also avoid any discussion Of,discarded

customs (e.g., foot binding ancient China or weaving the hair in queues) which

might leave the impression that ttie,yaiesill followed today.

Balance

-TorlecaTanced, a book must acknowledge the existence of different

social classes ankvalues within an ethnic group. Also, the book must not

focus so strongly on one set of values that other value systems are made to

appear inferior. Things that one culture considers "different" in another

culture, and therefore inferior, actually work effectively within the context of

that culture. A balanced account of an ethnic group also portrays its members

as engaged in a broad range of social and professional activities, and includes

the contributions of all elements within the group (women, the aged, the:

family, and so forth). Finally, a balanced text. presents positively the dis-
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i
tinctive cultural characteristics of the group. Books about Chine Americans

need, to bring out the full range of individual differences found ong Chinese

Americans. Books should not describe the Chfnese and China stri ly from an

American perspective, and should not pay the Chinese condescend g compliments.

Realism

It is possible to leave an unrealistic impression with he reader by

using facts that are correct. This happens when only select d facts are pre-

sented, or when facts are presented in an inappropriate co ext. Realism

requires that the portrayal of individuals and groups be e-to-life. A book

cannot present one Chinese American subculture as thOugh t were the only one

and be realistic. For example, it would be unrealistic o give the impression

that all Chinese Americans live in Chinatown. Many li e in suburbia and lead

far different lives from those who live in urban settngs. Realism is also

lacking when a book contains inaccurate, literal translations that give the

impression thatChinese speak in flowery language d are excessively polite.

Similarly, descriptions of Chinatown that glamoriz it as a tourist attraction

are unrealistic.

L
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EXAMPLES AND APPLICATION OF CRITERIA

Validity o I Information

Like other minorities, the Chinese Americans had

a difficult time at first in the United States.
Then they achieved success, as can be demonstrated

by statistics that show how far they have gone in
educational achievements and in- employment.1

This is an example of the invalid success myth., The passage is decep-

tive because "success' is measured against other minorities who have not

"made it," rather than against the white majority. To discuss "success" is

meaningless without mentioning by what and whose standards success is evalu-

ated." A quarter of Chinese Americans are still employed in food or restau-

rant-related work. A high percentage are technicians (engineers, dental

and lab technicians), where manualdexterity and intellectual precision are

important. However, few are lawyers and doelorsprofessionslhere trust is

importantand even fewer are politicians, actors, and performers--professions

in which appearance and image are of prime concern. There is a dearth of Chinese

American artists, architects, and writers. Nor are many found in other

creative but less secure professions.

The overall situation of Chinese Americans is often misrepresented by

use of statistics to accentuate posiA4Ne points and omit negative facts. For

instance, it is true that 25% of Chinese Americans over 25 years of age have

completed 4 years or kore of college, as compared to 11% of all Americans.

But the educational picture for the Chinese is one of extremes. In California,

where most ChineSe,1$ve, a high proportion have college,educations, but it is

1 This passage, and the boxed quotatitins that appear on the following pages,
are paraphrased or composite versions of statements actually found in text-
books. Some of these.examples might also illustrate the application of one
or more of the other 'criteria discussed in this section.
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' also true that approximately 40% of both men and women have not gone beyond

eighth grade. Over 16% were reported a aving had no schooling at all.2

Despite the high educational achieve nts of many Chinese Americans, their

income level is still below that of hite Americans who have less education.

Chinese Americans hav proved that they can enter
any profession or occ ation. Famous Chinese
Americans include aut4r Lin Yutang; Tung Dao Lee
and"Chen Ning Yang, both scientists who won the
Nobel Prize; Cho Hao Li, a medical researcher;

Dr.Ramman Chao, a scientist;'architect I. M. Pei;
and financier Gerald Tsai. Many Chinese Americans
are active in politics. Chinese Americans can, in
fact, be found in all walks of life.

The above cast of luminaries are repeatedly brought forth as examples of

Chinese Americans who have been successful. This is misleading because the

list fails-to distinguish between Chinese nationals, first-generation Chinese

Americans, and Aperican-born Chinese. Novelist Lin Yutang iS a Chinese

national living in Taiwan. He is not an American, and should not be punted

at all. Lin's popularity with American readers can probably be explained by

the fact that his writings help to perpetuate and reinforce the stereotype of

Chinese as being wise, humble, mysterious, and inscrutable.

The others are all first-generation Chinese immigrants to America. They
4

belonged to the highly educated elite class in China and easily crossed over

from the very topof one society to the peak of another. They came to the

United States for advanced study and research in their fields as adults, fully

aware and confident of their outstanding talents and personal worth.

It is alsO erroneous to say that many Chinese Americans have been active

in politics. The only Chinese-American senator represents Hawaii, a state

with a high proOrtion of Asians. The day when a Chinese-American senator can

rise to represent a predominantly white state is not ip seeable future.

Hardly any Chinese mother tells her child, You can grow up tcbe president

of the United States."

.

2 California of Japanese, Chinese, Filipino Ancestry. State of California
Department of Industrial Relations, 1965.

4
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Although job opportunities have improved for Chinese Americans, they

are still excluded from some labor unions. In most non-Chinese restaurants,

they work as busboys, kitchen helpers, and cooks rather than as waiters or

bartenders. The struggle for equal job opportunities for Asian Americans is

far from over.

The Chinese Americans do not want to "lose face,"
which means to lose honor.

This example of the invalid proud Chinese yyth is a racial stereotype.

People of all races try to preserve their honor. The statement is also am

archaism. It relies on an ancient, outdated custom--"saving face " - -to explain

present-day behavior of Chinese Americans.

The Chinese Americans take care of theirs.
The benevolent societies, originally set up in
Chinatown as unofficial governments, still play
an important role. The leadership is elected
demodratically, and the societies have the pow

i to settle disputes among Chinese.

The above statement is not only historically and factually inaccurate,

it is an archaism which should not be used to portray modern Chinese com-

munities. In the 19th century, when Chinese were rarely allowed to appear in

American courts, the Chinese community had to set up their own organizations

to settle disputes. Since Wprld War II, these benevolent societies have no longer

played such an important social role and have had little power to settle differences

between Chinese. The societies were never intended to offer more than tem-

porary help to needy Chinese. They helped their members by providing temporary

lodging or food, and by assistance with immigration problems. Today, even such

limited help is not forthcoming, Many benevolent societies simply rent out

rooms, provide a gathering place for members, or hold annual picnics.

It is greatly misleading to use the societies to show, that the "Chinese

take care of their own." Chinatown benevolent societies have not concerned
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themselves with relevant issues of the day, and that is why they are no longer

viable institutions. Young Chinese Americans are not members of benevolent

societies, and officers are not democratically elected by the Chinese com- -

munity. Legal battles between Chinese are now settled in American courts of

law.

I

.

Because the Chinese Amerians are a proud people,
their children learn about"Chinese culture by
attending special schools. Chinese American
children also learn invaluable lessons from their
parents, who maintain the traditions of family

1

unity and honor. There are few juvenile delinquents
in Chinatown.

The above statement contains errors and mistaken assumptions. Many

Chinese Americans are not "proud" because they know nothing about China's

great culture. While a small percentage of Chinese-Amerjcan children attend

Chinese language schools, the overwhelming majority of them do not and do not

learn Chinese language, literature, and history. Chinese schools use mostly

antiquated teaching methods and are poorly administered. Often children react

negatiily 44hen forced to attend these schools after regular school is over

and their non-Chinese friends can play. Attending Chinese school may make a

child feel "different," and "second-class." Thus the trend and desire among

parents is to influence public schools to introduce bilingual and bicultural

programs which in the eyes of the youngsters carry the full force and authority

of the regular school.

Authors frequently fail to understand or note the passing of ancient

customs. The traditional extended Chinese family of the distant past cannot

be used to explain a Chinese American phenomenon. In fact, in 20th-century

China, with the spirit of progress in urban centers, the ideal of the tradi-

tional family has been replaced by the small conjugal family which stresses

neither extensive kinship ties nor the perpetuation of lines of descent.

In post-World War II Chinese American communities, especially since the

nineteen-sixties, family patterns have changed radically. Parents no longer

have absolute control over their offspring. Chinatown parents, usually of

low income level, are often "absentee parents" who are away from home much of

the time working to support the family. Consequently, they are often not
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around to guide their children's development. Parents and Children are fre-

quently alienated from each other by a generation gap and a culture gap.

Children who have become Americanized rebel against their parents' author-

itarian methods of Child-rearing. Few youngsters, if any, have the "ever-

lasting determination not to disgrace the honor of their name" that one author

believed to exist.

Unity of Information

One must look very hard to find preserved evidence of the laborious

struggle experienced by the early Chinese immigrants. The fruits of over a

full century of Chinese toil in the taming and building of.the best are

abundantly enjoyed, but due credit has not been given to the Chinese Americans

and their forefathers. There is little or nothing to recall their contribu-

ttois in our history books, museums, or mass media. Their accomplishments

in the areas of mining, agriculture, railroad construction, industry, and

science have been virtually ignored by our educational institutions. Although

the Central Pacific Railroad was built mainly by the efforts of thousands of

Chinese immigrants, they were not included nor recognized in the completion

cele ation in 1869, and they were seldom included in the hundreds of photo-

graph umenting the great feat. At the turn of the century, there were

literally hundFas.of Chinese temples and gilded altars which dotted California

like Spanish Missions, but now they are nearly gone, dismantled and lost to

time.

Contributions of the early Chinese immigrants continue tS be ignored.

One example of this occurred during the recent centennial celebration and re-

enactment of the completion of the "impossible railroad". the meeting of the-

Union Pacific and the Central (now Southern Pacific) one hundred years ago.

A crowd of 20,000 had turned out for the big event. Along with the thousands

of railroad buffs and devotees of Western America came many politicians.

One, the principal orator, succeeded in infuriating the Chinese delegation

from San Francisco by virtually ignoring the 12,000 Chinese who helped build

the Central Pacific over the Sierra to Promontory, Utah.

Who else but Americans could drill 10 tunnels in mountains 30 feet

deep in snow?" he asked. Who else but Americans could chisel through miles

of solid graniteZ" Who else indeed--but 12,000 Chinese?
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Balance

The Chinese diet is monotonous. Few cattlettre
raised in the country, so there is no milk,
butter or cheese.

The above is an example of.negative comparison. The key word above is

"monotonous." The reader:should immediately ask, "Monotonous--for whom?"

China is not a dairy-producing or dairy-consuming country. Instead, Chinese

have a nutritious diet of soybean products (now used widely in the United

States as a filler in hamburger because of their high protein value), fish,

poultry, pork, and fresh vegetables. To say that the Chinese 'diet is

"monotonous" because it lacks milk, butter, and cheese is like saying the

American diet is "monotonous" because it lacks bean sprouts and bamboo shoots.

Sunday is a day of rest in the other countries of
the world. In China, the calendar had no weeks,
'Po there could be no day of rest on Sunday.

Although the statement is cast in the past tense, there. is no indication

that things have changed. The misleading impressions given the reader are

that: (1) China still has an antiquated calendar, and (2) because there were

no Sundays, Chinese people could not rest, and worked all week.

The old Chinese calendar divided the month into three segments of ten

days each rather than four segments of seven days each. The ten-day division

made more sense to the Chinese since they follow the decimal and metric

systems in their measurements. Further, although the modern Chinese calendar

now uses the Western model, in the presentrday People's Republic of China

days off are staggered and do not all fall on Sunday. This system relieves

weekend congestion in department stores, theaters, parks, and so on.

The implication in the statement quoted above is that there is only one

way of doing things: "our way." It does not allow the possibility that other

people may have a better or more suitable system for themselves.
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east Asia, and ignore China altogether. When China is treated, the informa-

tion and illustrations are hopelessly out of date and overwhelmingly negative.

Exaggerated emphasis is placed upon the large size of China and her

floods, famines, and natural disasters. The image given is of "size, great

size, vast, a huge land mass, the vast continent..."

The floods and droughts are illuStrated by ugly photographs showing

overflowing water and parched land. The impression given is that the millions

of Chinese still live under constant threat of natural disaster. No mention

is made of the technical achievements made in post-revolutionary China. China

has not had a major flood or'drought in decades.

All through the 4,000 years of Chinese history,
terrible floods, droughts, and wars recurred.

These events caused great damage to the country
and her people.

In discussing ancient history, also, natural disasters are overemphasized.

Here, 4,000 long years of history are dismissed without mention of any techno-

logical, social, or cultural progress. Who would want to live in a country

with nothing but natural calamities?

Many textbooks still use archaic pictures to illustrate modern Chinese

people. Chinese are shown as brown-skinned people wearing pointed coolie hats.

Such illustrations appear on book covers and are worked into the design of

chapter headings.

Another tendency to watch for is the condescending compliment.

The farmers plant seeds and grow grains on the

terraces. This helps them grow more food. Isn't
terrace farming a very clever way to use hills as

farmlands?

Although the above statement may appear all right to non-Chinese, to the

Chinese it is full of condescension and stereotype. The adjective "clever"

is a word too often used pejoratively to describe Asians, as in, "Clever,

aren't they, those Chinese?"
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Chinese Americans have shown themselves to be
loyal citizens, devoted to the laws of the
United States. They proved their loyalty by
fighting bravely in World War I and II, and in
Korea and Vietnam. They commit very few crimes,
and are a hardworking people.

Although the above statement is meant to be complimentary , its conde-

scending tone is revealing. Over and over again Chinese Americans have had

to prove their loyalty to be accepted. The statement further implies that

loyalty is proven by unquestioningly obeying the laws.

The sad fact is that historically the laws of Californiain the areas

of immigration, civil rights, taxation, and employmenthave Consistently

deprived Asian Americans of their rights , rather than protected them. Blind

obedience to these laws without challenging their constitutionality would be

foolhardy for any people. Statements such as the one above imply that

Chinese Americans are like pets, to be commended for their good behavior and

loyalty. The feelings of Chinese Americans who served in Vietnam were not

much different from those of other Americans who served in that war. Some

Chinese Americans did not consider the war to be justified, and feel patron-

ized by authors who suggest that fighting in Vietnam proved their patriotism.

The statement that Chinese Americans are hard - working and law-abiding is an

overgeneralization, as large a proportion of Chinese Americans as of Anglos

do not like to work hard. Further, crime and juvenile delinquency have become

serious problems in American Chinatown. Books should convey the idea

that Chinese Americans differ, one from another, in personality and style of

social interaction.

Perceptions of the Chinese Americans are also influenced by the mental

picture we have of their homeland. Inevitably, stereotyped images of Chinese

Americans derive from the treatment of China in our school books.

Despite renewed American contact with China in the last few years, social

studies, history, and geography books on the whole still omit the study of

this country, which means they exclude a quarter of mankind. Many series of

social studies readers on Asia treat only India and Japan, and perhaps South-
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CHAPTER VI: A NON-SEXIST PERSPECTIVE

INTRODUCTION

The need to analyze print materials in terms of the portrayal of males

and females is acute. Are female children, who make up half the school

population, being encouraged to explore and develop their capabilities in all

avenues? Are females depicted in print materials being shown inisituations

that present and credit their past and current achievements? In these same

materials do males exhibit sex-stereotyped emotional responses and aresthe9

only pictured in traditional activities and occupations? The California

Guidelines for Evaluation of Instructional Materials puts the issue this4way:

In order to encourage the individual development of self-esteem of
each child, regardless of gender, instructional materials when they
portray people (or animals having identifiable human attributes ),
shall portray women and men, girls and boys, in a wide variety of
occupational, emotional, and behavioral situations, presenting both
sexes in the full range of their human potential.

To evaluate the degree of encouragement and to analyze the portrayal of

females, the same four criteria previously used may be applied here as

Validity of Information

The depiction of females will be invalid if a characteristic or trait

of we female is assigned to the entire sex. In most materials a negative

trait is often depicted (such as fearfulness, passivity, or ineptness), this

depiction frequently stereotypes girls as inferior, incapable, or silly.

Here are two of many examples:

The girls sat aroun giggling as girls always
do, having a grand ime just being silly.

(California textb.ok)

I'm just not smelt enough to make up riddles:

Impther's frustrated reply when asked by her
daughter to compose a riddle in a California

textbook)
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A growing number of persons have examined and rejected sex-role defi-

nitions. The traditional characterizations of persons as masCtline or

feminine are becoming increasingly less meaningful. What gender labelvshould

be 'applied to the behavior of an aggressive male who openly cries when he is

sad, or to a soft-spoken female who can defend herself with physical skill

and strength?

Unity of Information

To have unity, print materials focusing on the history or culture of

the United States or any other nation, should include the contributions

and activities of women. Many of the materials currently in use consider

cultures strictly in terms of male achievements or activities. Such

materials, which ignore half the population, are no longer acceptable.

Balance

A balanced presentation will place females in as equally extensive a

variety of roles as males. These roles should include vocational, profes-

sional, and executive pOsitions. They also should include the portrayal

of both sexes in child care, domestic chores, all kinds of recreational and

sports activities, and creative endeavors in wide - ranging fields. This

range is clearly defined inthe-California guidelines:

I. Mentally and physically active, problem solving roles should
be filled by male and female characters approximately evenly.

2. Emotions (fear, anger, aggression, excitement, or tenderness)
' should occur randomly among characters regardless of gender.

3. Success and failure should be distributed evenly between male
and female characters.

An evaluation of material to ascertain balance should include counting

the number of males and the number of females in each book, noting and

comparing the activities and attitudinal expressions of each.

4
Realism

Realism requires that females be recognized as ...rue-to-life individuals.

also the language and illustrations, even if technically accurate, should be

analyzed to insure that no derogatory and demeaning impression is left upon

the student, or that women are being omitted.
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,, EXAMPLES AND APPLICATION OF CRITERIA

I

Validity of Information

She's just like a girl, she gives up.

Women don't see how Ito deal with their prob-
lems. They seek esqap in pretty aubles
rather than getting Acm o bras acks.

Women change their minds very often.v A ,

These quotations make an individual trait characteristic of all females.
Such blatant stereotyping is infrequent, but more subtle forms occur that
are equally negative. Often an anthblogy or sot of stories presents girls
who are always sitting, baiting, or passively watching, ,chile male children
engage in active play around them. Tilese images hardly present the promise

of a fulfilling life for the female Student. If girls in stories or readers
mostly give up or fail to achieve, the female student often accepts this
pattern of passivity and failure.

Concurrently, these images do not encourage the male student to value
females. If a male learns from print materials that womenery often change
their minds, he may come to consider their opinions to be of little value.

f/
1

In the textbook series Janet and Mark, all of
Janet's activities are oriented to growing up
to become a mother. liark is given several
career options. Being a father is not men-
tioned.

The world depicted in print materials is also often a sex-segregated
society, with. passive females in the home, and bright, achieving males out-
side the home. These opposing imageS create of course, a two-edged sword.

.1here girls always fail, boys must always achieve. Consequently, the male

student who fails loses his self-csteem; on the other hand, female students
are rarely shown in competition or .eAibiting feelings of high self-esteem.

*.,
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Women are often omitted entirely from discussions of cultures and societies,

oilk if discussed, the focus is on emotionalism.(e.g. Carrie Nation's exploits

ratifier than Susan B. Anthony's activities and thoughts) or on fashions and

hemlines. This persepctive minimizes and tends to demean the contributions

and activties of women.

For instance, the women's suffrage movement in the United States is often

dismissed in a single sentence:

Women were given the vote as a reward
for their work in World War I.

This author ignores the 100-year struggle by American women to secure

the vote, a struggle characterized by extensive personal and intellectual

efforts of thousands of women. PerWaps because the incident is "unladylike"

students are not told of women who chained themSelves to the White House

fences in 1919 lePoposed to fill the jails of Washington, D.C., in order

to dramatize the cause of women's suffrage.

Other notable omissions from United States history books are the

Seneca Falls Convention (1848) and a consideration of females in the fields

of science (e.g., Maria Mitchell), law (e.g., Belva Lockwood), medicine

(e.g., Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell, Margaret Sanger), education (e.g., Mary Bethune,

Emma Willardl, the Abolitionist movement (e.g., Lucretia Mott, Harriet Tubman,

Sojourner Truth, Angelina and Sarah Grimke), labor (e.g., Mother Jones), and

political-social activism (e.g., Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton,'

Eleanor Roosevelt).

Sometimes the placement of material, tacked onto the end of a chapter

or unit, gives the impression that women were less important than men in a

historical setting. For instance, a discussion of Mayan culture concludes with

this comment: "There are some indications that women played an important role

at the religious centers." Degite this apparent acknowledgment of women's

importance in religion, the author fails to define their roles. The book

omitted discussion of women in any other aspect of Mayan society.
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When World War II ended, most of the

iwomen who had done traditionally Ai le
work left their jobs.

In some societies (ecq., Islamic), aomen's public roles haw limited

by socia)and religious custom. But study has shown that the active

females in these societies, though conducted in private, are equally diverse

and interesting and should be included and explored in any description of

the culture.

Some societies have limited women's ljves by law. In the 19th century,

American women were considered the legal property of their husbands and had

no rights to own property or goods. They also were prohibited from entering

colleges and graduate schools until the mid or late 19th century. All such

restrictions should be examined(for their influence on the development of the

individual woman. The unfair and unequal treatment afforded women -- and their

reactions to that treatment -- should be discussed. Any imbalance or inequality

should be interpreted in light of present day standards.

Sometimes, f;ctual information needs further explanation to avoid con-

veying misleading impressions:

This author has ignored the circumstances behind the change in the labor

market after World War II and implies a voluntary compliance on the part of

the women who stopped working. The statement should read: When World War II

ended, most,of the women who had done traditionally male work left their jobs

although a Department of Labor study discovered that the great majority

wanted to continue working."

Balance

Recent studies in California and New Jersey ,have revealed that current

elementary school readers refer to males and females on a ratio of 5 to 2.

The implied message in such a ratio is th'A-Trales' activities are not interest-

ing enough to capture the reader's attention. Further analysis of reading

habits, however, reveals that it is actually the activities assigned to most

of these girls that are dull, not the girls themselves. Boys do read

Astrid Lindgren's Pippi Longstockinq and Frank L. Baum's The Wizard of Oz,

which feature actle initiating females. The imbalance can be remedied by
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thgtinclusion of females performing interesting activities or facing and'

overcoming challenges and difficulties.

Print materials should not restrict the career aspirations Of girls by

rarely depicting women waking outside the home or by limiting their occu-

pations to secretary, telephone Operator, nurse, teacher, and stewardess.

The fantasies and dreams of young people, for their own future should not be
,

sex - stereotyped. Women's occupational positions should include a variety

of vocations including executive and professional roles.

Also important is that employed women be viewed affirmatively. Too

' often an author will imply that women who work outside the home are unhappy,

tired, or bad mothers.

Despite difficulties, the working
mother somehow manages to give her
children a good upbringing.

At first glance, this statement seems to be an acknowledgement of a

positive situation, but the author is actually reinforcing the stereotype

that mothers who work outside the home are tempted to slight their children,

while "good" mothers who stay at home do not. The employed mother is often

the scapegoat for her children's intellectual and social problems. In one

story a child's reading difficulties are blamed on his mother's job.

An evaluation of balance can easily be made by counting the number of

adult males and females in a book and noting their vocations. Compare the

lists to i44)ice a balanced presentation. An activity considered appropriate to

a female, such as cookTh or playing with dolls, should be balanced by non-

traditional activities such as mountain climbing or playing baseball. A boy

could be pictured reading, or playing house, a man could be described seeking

help to solve a Ablem.

The rationale for this kind of balance is to avoid presentation of roles

and activities bawd upon sex. These roles often force conformity at the

expense of the full and healthy development of the individual according to

talents and desires. Boys sometimes need to cry, despite the frequently

repeated adnonition: "Big boys d ' cry."
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We expect more of girls than of boys.
Women'. task is to teach-them gentleness and
,courtesyandlove and kindness.

\ ors ."'
(Advice from a father to'1liss4aughterla.

Accept the fact that this is a man's world
and learn how to play the game gracefully.

It is not suggested that these, comments be rewritten or removed from

libraries, only that they tm?balanced by ones that offer a more realistic

portrayal of females in society.

oath problems repeatedly present tradNonal,activi-ties:

dancy needs to make
for the Bake Sale.
recipe.

John wants to build
to extend 20 feet.
he buy?

two batches of cookies
Help her double her

a fence of 2" stakes
How many stakes should

Grammar books abound with this kind of statement:

John ran for class president last year.

Frank will take a wife. C f

Mary will 1e a good wife:

Carrie put the pitcher on the table.

Ann wants to become a secretary.

4

Publishers could add that "Maria took first prize in the track meet..."

jr that George read a logg story to his children."

Realism

Often an author will omit identification of a womap by name:

George Washington married a wealthy widow.
He was happy.

Carlos Garcia and his wife moved to Sacramento,

->
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For all intents and purposes, these two women are identified only as

additions to their husbands' A studerit who perhaps wishes to do further re-

search on Martha Custis Washington has no specific reference for her. Even

more demeaning is this statement. The pioneer and his wife, children, and

.' cattle moved West." Here the women is treated as a possession. It should be

noted that she. too, was a pioneer whose bravery, ingenuity, and character

' were as essential the success of the journey and of the homesteading as were

her husbarrs. A more realistic statement could read: "'the pioneer family,

led their family across the Rockies."

1

Which Road For the Black Man? tUni t Title]

History shows few men as versatile as Ben
Franklin.

I The scient+fic advances of man in the 20th cen-

t-
tury have been amazing.

Thikreader usually assumes that man refers to male't, unless one or more

obvious examples- of females are included. In the above examples, is man used

to include both men and women? Sometimes it is used to exclude women. Perhaps

because authors are willing to let man stand for people in general, they often

let the deeds and experiences of people in general be attributed to men. The

unit: "Which Road For the Black Man?" discusses black males: Martin Luther

King, Eldridge Cleaver, and Andrew Young, but omits black women, despite the

prominence of many modern black women such as Shirley Chisholm, Florence

Ken edy, anetarbara'Jordan.

I'm glad she isn't a golden-haired princess.
She's almost as good as a boy.

Beautiful, softlspoken, and well-bread, Elizabeth
Pinckney was nevertheless able to managd a
plantation successfully.

These two statementsreveal that women and men ire to be judged by different

standards. Elizabeth Pinckney's achievement is be'inq judged in reference to

stereotyped woman who is not expected to be competent. Ms. Pinckney is

noted as the exception to the rule which states that molt women are.not capable.

4

e
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If the sex ,is reversed. :Handsome, soft-spoken, and well-bred, George Pickney

1114was nevertheless able to age a plantation successfully," the absurdity of

the evaluation of Elizabeth inckney is revealed. In addition, I* prittice of

mentioning a mare exClusive y by last name (Pinckney) and S Woman by first

name (Elizabeth) should be avoided. References to both males and females.in

the same material should be consistent.

Jame Curie, the woman scientist, won two Nobel
Prizes.

The lady plumber arrived shortly.

The implication of the addition of "Aman" and "lady" is that a woman who per -

forms these jobs or achieves pbblicity needs a special definition L, set her
1

apart from her less competent sisters. No one feels the need to write "Albert

Einstein, the man scientist or The gentleman plumber."

Women currently make up 40% of the workforce and this percentage will in-

crease, according to the United States Department of Labor (1974). Nine out

of ten girls in school today will work for extended periods of time during

their lives. ,They will perform in practically every vocation. Yet career

terminology often implies that women are not participants in certain vocations.

All terms in print materials should now become consistent with the new Federal

occupational terminology. For instance, mailman is changed to mail carriers,

4alesman becomes sales person, Congressmen .becomes members of Congress. Print

materials should be carefully analyzed to insure the realistic portrayal of

I\\\,,
the present and future roles of wome in all areas of our society.
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CHAPTER VI 1:1EVALUAT LIG PRINT MATERIALS

FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF BLUE COLLAR WORKERS,

AGED, NON-CHRISTIANS, ANDITERNATIVE LIFE-STYLES

Introduction

The educational system not only defines reality for children, it also

defines the kinds of human beings and life styles it values.' Too bften both

print and media tend to portray only one kind of human being and one Ord of

life style: the white, Anglo-Saxon, middle-class, suburban, two parent, two

child (older brother, younger sister) family. :le husband is a white Lollar

worker, the wife isa housewife. They are Christians, at least to the extent

that they celebrate Christmas and Easter. And they are young, under forty.

This life style and this kind of human being are held up to our children

as the only desirable ones. E.L. Konigsburg, the well-known children's author,

said that as a child she had never felt her own existence to be validated
ft

because she had never read about a child wnose life -was like her own. She

added that if she could have read about her own kind of life, she'might have

felt that the world approved it, that it was a valued one.

Too many of our children are not getting this validation from their

reading material and viewing experiences. The child whose father works in a

garage instead of an office, the child who has eight or nine brothers and

sisters, or none at all, the child whose family does not celebrate Christmas,

sees that his/her life is not the one held up_as an example, and therefore

as a model.

And what of the children whose lives do happen to fit the example?

Should they grow up thinking not only that this pattern is ideal, but that it

is the only one? Does this belief equip them for a life in a complex world?

Surely they too need to see other kinds of people and other kinds of lives.

The long-range solution depends on moving the publishers to introduce

new materials, both print and audio-visual. Hopefully, these new materials

will consist of greatly enriched cultural content, not just'the removal of

"objectionable" material. Most of the errors today are not of

commission, but of omission.' You will seldom find a statement like, "He's

nothing but a useless old man." The deficiencies are not in what is said,

but in what is not said--in the ignoring of non-Ciristian holidays, the silence

about the millions of older people, the dismissal of the .roman's suffrage

movement in a paragraph.
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e Textblits can present strong opinions. Some characters portrayed can be

without attractive characteristics. Strong opinions, however, should be

balanced by opposite opinions, and attractive and unattractive characteristi.4s

should not be assigned 00 the basis of membership in a group defined by age,

race, sex, religion, or economic status and lifestyle.

The Blue Collar Worker

Textbooks tend to ignore the blue-collar worker. He and slie are shadowy

figures hovering in the background, there to serve the businessmen and profes-

sionals who are the important characters. The adult male central character

almost always white-collar. Jane may buy a candy bar from the grocery

clerk and watch a policeman direct traffic, but her father is a businessman.

Background women workers appear only as teachers, secretaries, and nurses.

They-are -always_"Miss," never "Mrs." Married women do not work. "Mother" pis

shown wearing an apron,, and is neVer-shbilm outside -the home.

Ip most high school literature books, the "good' father and the other

"good" males are white-collar workers. The."bad" ones, those who drink or

are lazy or don't understand their children are blue-collar workers. "Good"

mothers don't work unless they are widows.

In stories and articles at all levels, college attendance resulting in

white-collar work is seen as the only goal for men, motherhood is the only

one for women. There is almost no material discussing the kinds of non-

profe.ssional work for both men and women.

Social studies texts give little space to the working class, either past

or present. DesciipticiArof how people lived during each, historical period

are descriptions of the lives of the middle or upper classes. Seldom is there

adequate coverage of the lives of working people. Nor is there acknowledgment

of the many inequities that still exist--inequities based on race, class; and

sex. Sample sentences follow:

validity

By separating out service worOrs (janitors, policemen, and beauticians

are examples of low paid, unskilled, or semi-skilled workers not included) in

the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics finds that "white-collar workers now (mit,

number blue-collar workers". then service workers are counted, however, blue

collar workers form the largest group.



Unity

"The young man who is looking forward to a career realizes that top grades

are necessary for admission to a good college." This statement says several

things. 1) only men have careers, and 2) all careers require college attendance.

This is neither realistic nor helpful in a society in which many people do not

go to college and in which most women work outside the home. Would it not be

preferable to say: The young man or woman has a wide variety of work to

choose from. Some kinds of work require college, some an apprenticeship, and

some require on-the-job-training.

Balance

"Successive waves of immigrants desparatoly seeking jobs flocked to this

country." _This Sentence suggests that these "waves" intruded into and dis-

rupted the economy here. It does not convey the idea that most came because

they were encouraged to do So, nor that they were simply human beings like us.

Realism

Does the material describe the part that labor played in the growth of

our country? The California Education Code 9240 (c) states that instructional

material shall accurately portray the role and contribution of the entre-.

preneur and labor in the total develgpment.of California and of the United

Statei." Our print material tends to give full attention to the role of the

entrepreneur, but to give short shrift to that ^f labor. And since so much of

this country's labor has always been done by ethnic minorities, this omission

is a variety of racism.

Instructional materials that accurately and fully depict the lives, past

and present. or working people are thus an essential part of ethnically and

sexually balanced materiel.'

The Aged

There is a much higher eroportion of old people today than a generation

ago. It is predicted that tDe average lire span will continue to increase,

which means that twenty years from now we will have many millions more. But

as the number of old people increases iiiNsociety, their number decreases

in print materials.

There has been an outpouring of books and magazine and newspaper articles

discussing the aged, their changing role in society, and their emotional,

physical and financial needs.
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,4one of this popular concern about the aged has reached the print material

we provide for our children. Social studies texts seldom discuss the needs

and wants of this increasing number of old people. There are far fewer old

people in stories how than, there were twenty years ago. Dick and Jane had

grandparents. They have disappeared along with the other textbook grand://

parents. Textbook familie- now almost never have any member over thirty

The few older people who do appear in stories are portrayed as unhappy, un-

pleSsant, and dependent. '

Our criteria applied to material from textbooks follows:

Validity

"Older people today have the financial protection both of Social Security

and of guaranteed health care." This statement is simply not true, A more

valid statement would reflect that social security be-efits are often inadequate,

and in addition many old people are not eligible for them. Many for example,

,have generally accrued little, if any retirement benefits. (Twice as many black

aged respondents in a recent study [Kent, et al., 1971] as white received Old

ke Assistance benefits seemingly resulting from a smaller Social Security

Allotment. Thus, large numbers of aged blacks are forced to retire to being

Old Age Assistance recipients to climax a life time of social and economic

indignities).

All to often there is an insufficient use of medical services, such as

less frequent visits to physicians by aged poor. This infrequent use of doc-

tors is, of course, not a reflection of better health for older people. Their

usually meagre economic resources tend to give a lower priority to needed

medical services even under Medicare, since some cannot pay the deductible

before free care is provided. Other reasons mentioned as possibly accounting

for low use of medical services are the scarcity of convenient nefghborhood

physicians. As many of today's older persons spent most of their lives working

at either manual or semi-skilled labor, it can be expected that the incidence

of chronic and cardiovascular disease occurs frequently among them. Our system

of health services requiring hospital care ti very high costs places these

people in very unfortunate circumstances.

Finally, our guaranteed health care does not give full Coverage. Conse-

quently, thousands of old people living at or below the poverty level do not

receive medical care. Elderly persons of all ethnic groups are affected by

this.
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Unity

The behavior of,,some old people is presented as if it were typical of all

old people. For example, one series of elementary readers had a number of

stories about "The Foolish Old Man and the Foolish Old Woman." These were the

only stories involving old people. Other stories are about "little" old

men and "little" old Women. The term "little" is often applied to older

people and implies not only physical smallness, but also lack of importance.

Balance

Here is a sentence from one social studies book describing an American

Indian culture: "The old men's judgment is respected in spite of their age."

This exiaNts..s.es,.t'ne cultural alas of the writer. The author is saying that

in nis culture, the Judgment of the aged is seldom valued. In the culture he

is describing, it would be more accurate to say that the judgment of the old

is valved because of their age, not in spite of it. A balanced presentation

would reflect the role of aged in such a way as to contribute to a full under-

-Standing of how cultural patterns evolve and are maintained in the culture under

study.

Realism

This refers to the overall impression of the material. Does it delineate

the concerns about older people, and, if so, does it indicate that they have

attributes and problems peculiar to their group, but that, in addition, they

are as diverse and valuable as is any other sector of our society?

ion-Christian Groups

Ours is a world of many, many religions. Yet, children reading only the

print materials which our schools supply, must reach the conclusion that there

is really only one--Christianity. The Christianity portrayed, of course,
c
is

vague and non-denominational, never recognizably Catholic or Baptist or

Unitarian. Butnon-Christian beliefs are largely ignored.

Children might learn that there are a few people in far off places, in

different parts of the world, who do have different beliefs, but they are

given the impression that these primitive people are being rapidly converted.

The United States, especially, is seen as an entirely Christian country.

Jews and Buddhists, atheists and agnostics are absent from the books. The

beliefs of the American Indians are termed superstitions and their religion
.43

is treated as mythology (mythology being what we call other people's religions).
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The material does not discuss religious problems, at least not Christian
problems. It may say that Moslems discriminate against Jews but not that the
Catholic Church will not permit women to become priests and the Mormon Church

will permit neither blacks nor women to become ministers. Anti-semitism is
given scant attention either as it existed in Nazi Germany or as it exists in
the world today.

The answer is not to remove all mention of religious beliefs. This would
result in meager, dull, and inaccurate material. We should provide children
with books which depict all the various ways of believing and not believing.
In failing to do so, we damage our children in two ways. One, we give them a

false picture of their world; two, we label only the Christian religion as
acceptable.

Let us apply our four criteria to some examples.

Validity
"The Yorponzi worship idols." The Yorponzi do perform their religious

rites before statues which syntolize their gods. To say that they worship
idols would be as inaccurate as to say that Roman Catholics do so. The California
State Board of Education takes the position that limited examples of particular
religious practices should not be used to generalize about the totality of that
religious experience.

unity
Here is a section from a fourth-grade reader. The section is called

"Christmas Around the World," and the first sentence reads: "Boys and girls,
we want to tell you about the way people of every race and country celebrate
Christmas." The implication is certainly that everyone everywhere celebrates
Christmas and therefore is Christian. This is not true even in the United States.
A bgok which reflected. realistically the world's religious diversity would
title the section "Holidays Around the World" and might begin: "Boys and girls,
we want to tell you about the many different ways people celebrate their
holidays. You will learn about Yom Kippur, Easter, and many other holidays,"

dalance

"Missionaries brought the word of God to thousands of African natives."
This implies that there is only one variety of religious truth and the Christian
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missionaries had it. And, of course, the word "native" used as a noun has

become synonymous with "primitive" (and therefore "inferior").

Realism

The material should convey the fact that this is a diverse world, and

that it has many varieties-of religious expression. Any reference to a belief

which is identified as religious should be accurate. ilo religious belief or

practice should be held up to ridicule. Any explanation Dr description of a

religious belief or practice should not be presented in a manner which en-

courages or discourages belief in the matter, or in a way which indoctrinates

the student in any particular religious belief, or otherwise instructs students

in religious principles. ,.

Alternative Life Styles

As stated earlier, the two-children, non-working mother, white-collar

father family is not the one that great numbers of our children live in. One

out of every three California marriages ends in divorce. Many children are

on welfare; half the women with school age children work outside the home. ..)

Ten percent of American families have no man in the home. Some families have

grandparents living in the home. These situations are largely ignored in print

material. If they are presented, they are portrayed as unsatisfying. The

single woman or widow always wants to marry. The child living with his father

alone always wants to find a new mother. A couple always wants to have children.

The implication is that their current lifestyle is an unhappy one and that

they want to fit themselves into the two-child non-working-mother white-collar-

worker-father mold. Similarly the adopted child, the foster child, the child

of an interracial marriage must see themselves as being part of families that

are ignored and therefore "wrong.".

Page seven of the California guidelines for instructional material reads:

..the various occupations and various lifestyles -- marriage, remaining single,

raising children or not doing so -- must be cast in an affirmative light."

The guidelines are not suggesting that presentations of the traditional family

be done%way with, only that examples of other kinds of families be included to

provide a more realistic picture of the contemporary world. Some inappropriate

sample sentences- follow:
II

\``,....

4
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The last.thirty years have witnessed a breakdown in family structure __

increased number of divorces, more juvenile delinquency, women w 'ng outside

the home." These are several invalid implications .here. One, he changes in

our society are bad, two, divorce is an indication of the breakdown of our

society, three, women working are one of the causes of this unfortunate change.

or at least an undesirable result of it.

The truth is that no society is ever static, that all societies are in

a continual process*a.f change. It is unrealistic to expect that the family

structure will be unaffected by the changes in other areas of society. It is

also true that many changes are good if one values the individual's freedom to

direct his or her own life. certainly the freedom to end an unhappy.4arriage

results in happier individuals. Finally, there is no known correlation between

juvenile delinquency and working mothers..

They were sad because they had no children." It is true that many,people

want children. It is also true that some do not. Surely at a time when we are

so concerned with the problems of overpopulatipn,_we should at least suggest

that it is not necessary to have children in order to be happy.

Does the material as a whole present a balance among the varieties of life-

style. that actually exist in our society? Does it show families who live on

farms, families who live in apartments, people who live in communes, people

who live alone?

Does the material make children aware of the vast number of lifestyles

there are to choose from and present thrm realistically and objectively? The

child should be able to find his own way of life presented and therefore

validated, as did the boy whose family consisted of him and his mother. lie

read a story about another boy who lived alone with his mother. With relief

he turned to his friend and said: "See, I do too have a family!" ,
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CHAPTER VIII: CONCLUSION

"We need to learn how to affirm ourselves-- be

we red, brown, yellow, black, or white;
male or female. And we need to support
each,other's.struggles in our common quest
for a new self-definition."

,e ---Robert Terry

Robert Terry's comple e comment regarding interracial relationships, and

male-female relationships, e lhasizes the fact that sending one another on

guilt trips, or punishing one another, will never create wholesome, productive

interractions. Nothing is automatic about a new self-understanding. But when

it canes it must be both color and sex conscious, and be the result of disci-

plined reflection and commitment to change. Two driving forces sustain us

in the struggle: the conviction that we are all working for our common liber-

ation, and for justice.

The need for such commitment would seem to be self evident. Continuing

conflict among races and between the sexes attests to the fact that it is not.

We continue to exacerbate the situation through emotional and illogical "put

downs" of groups with whom we disagree, or whom we do not understand. In our

current period of economic uncertainty and social stress, relationships among

the races ( and particularly between black and white), seem to be rapidly de-

teriorating.

Any deterioration cannot help but filter down to our children, if we

allow it to do so. It will, unhappily, be reflected in the various forms of

media to which the young are exposed. There exists the possibility that it

will be reflected in the instructional materials to which our children will

become exposed. Publishers are not immune'from including distorted views on

race and sex in their materials. Obviously, wb.must resist any such occurrence.

With respect to the media, we must be ever vigilant lest the young people'

of our country (and we oursleves) come to accept faulty depictions of race and

of sex role exemplified by any of the following:

75.
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1. The'reyiew of an esteemed book editor which rationalized Andrew
%.

Jackson's abysmal treatment of the American Indian as being merely

the result of an Essau-Jacob, love-nate conflict, the archetypal

battle between fathers and children. This editor describe

American Indians, in this context, as "sons becoming fa ers

cmorearning their manhood." He attempted to dismill" 's callous

ness and cruelty on the .grounds that five of. the ten major candid es

for presipent'at the time of Jackon's nomination had either wo

reputations as generals in Indian wars or had served as secretaries

of state. :,

2, Television situation comedies in which the foibles,of various minority

groups are exposed for our stIpposed amusement, if not enlightenment.

Diminishing the plight of a minority group by making it an object of

humor is au insidious practice, the avowed non-malicious intent of

the television writer and producer notwithstanding. When people

0 achieve catharsis and release from..guilt through laughing at a situa-

tion, they often will be disinclined to .do anything about that situa-

tion.)

3. "Classic" films which are disinterred for television audience consump-

tion every night of the week, and which perpetuate the most pernicious

racial stereotypes imaginable. Films derogating blacks, Orientals,

. and people of Mexican descent appear less frequently than do those

depicting the American Indian (generally portrayed by a white min,,

wearing dark makeup) as eith,ir a noble savage or a barbarous savaqi,

but in any case a savage. These films expose us to such lines of \

.dialogue as: You won't recognize a white woman once-a squaw is finiped\N

with her C.B.; DeMille's Unconquered) and "Pearl? How'd they ever come

to call you Pearl? Pocahontas would havve been more\like it!" (David

Selznick's Duel in the Sun.)

4. Television comedies and commercials which would have us believe that

women, emerging from the kitchen where they have been toiling over

a hot stove, are stylishly coiffed (each hair in place) and dressed

as if for
A
the theater; or that the most ardent wish of any airline

stewardess is to have Someone "fly her."
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'5. Television commercials in in enormous crowd cit people

(in an airport example, or converging on a bank), we find one

black person or one'Asian person. '

G. Pictures of children which show striking differences between boys and

girls, wherein joys are portrayed as attive, skillful, and Oventure-

soffe but girls are always sh6n engaging in domestic activities or

in grooming themselves, trying on clothes, and shorping. Girls are

depicted as affectionate, nurturing, and emotional, brut boys almost

never cry.

The eliMItiation of racial And sex bias, in the lehming materials they select

nacless than in their lives, is a task which teachers must be attentive

fayl&iing so, their efforts to help children in becoming "Iliore fully cpnscious

of their possibilities" will be greatly ipereased and the ef4ectt multiplied

many times over.

V
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APPENDIX A

GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATING CURRICULUM MATERIALS 1

Publishers seek the widest possible use of their materials. Often,
data. are rpt easily obtained on all aspects of the research and develop-
ment of a new curriculum package.Accept claims with a definite "Shag me"
attitude. Satisfactory answers to the following questions will confirm
the prospective purchaser's wisdom of choice. .

1. For what audience or typess) of students-are the materials
intended? Can you determine the characteristics of those
students who participated in the developmental process?
DO they match well with your intended users?

2., Are the objectives clearly stated? What rationale guided
10' their selection? Is content clearly relevant to these

objectives?
4

4 3. Are the learning activities congruent with the behavior
either irtplicit in or'explicitly stated in the objectives?

4. What evaluation plans and instrtents Core with the
materials?, Do they match well with the objectives and
the activities? Do they seem appropriate for your students?
Were these evaluation materials prepared and used from
the beginning?

5. What eyidence(s)tare reported that support any, claims
for effectiveness and/or efffciency?

6. Does the evidence reported relate in an .understandable
way to the objectives? Also, are unintended outcciirs
reported and discussed?

7. Is evaluative data given for all the different kinds of
' students for whom the material is recommended?

8. -Are the specific teacher skill] needed in using the
mat rials described? Is there a manual for teachers
off ring suggestions for implementing the activities?

9. Are the administrative and logistical requirements
spe ified? Are these compatible with -your teaching
sty e and situation?

'These questions have been ad pted rom Tyler, Louise L, M. Francis Klein,
and William B. Michael. Recorme ations for Curriculum and Instructional
Materials. Tyl Press, 1910
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-, APPENDIX Bi

TEN QUICK WAYS TO ANALYZE BOOKS FOR RACISM AND SEXISM*

-i' .istoth in -school and out. ex.ur chit. .... Lot A at the Itfmtytts. Are mi-
dren ate being exposod to man, books norhy ehanteters.and their sentng de-,
thataorwcv racial and sexist attitudes. piled in such a way that they con.
These unitutio.- expressed over and tract unfivt.rably with art unstated

w over in hook. and other media- norm of white middie class suburbia?,
gradually distort their peereptious un- ..For example. minorities are often as- - --
til stereos y pc. and myths about -ml- sociatrat with tne gh.no. migrant la.
noritl, and women are :accepted as bor. or 'primitive living. If the tory
reality It is difficult for a parent or doffs attempt to depzet ;moth turn
a teacher to convince their children does it go beyond over& Ifications
to qinstion socictv'saltitites._13,urill____a_reality....and-ofitr--gettuine insights
you can show a child how to detect, into anothcr lifestyle!
racism and sexism in a book. the

4 Child can proceed m transfer that per- (2) Check the story ithe -Civil Rights
ception io wider areas. The ten guide- legtsletion has led publishers to weed
Imes below 'trek:starting point. out many mtuitIng passages and 11.

Th'ese fail Into two parts. Perri Is lustrations. particularly in stories with
designed to help you detect racist and Black thanes, but tlie attitudes.silli
sexist bias in storybooks,- children's Lind expiesslon In less obvious ways.
picture books, primer*, fiction. etc. The following checklist suggests some
Part 11 deals with school books-so- of the various subtle forms of bias
dal studies,_ civics, history texts and to watch for .

Otheereferenceworks. TheseSarnecon- Rerationdops Du the whites In
cepts can also be applied to adult, the story have.the power and make
books and any written material. the decision.? Do non-white people

These- -guidelinesare-followed-br a 'function' -essentially- subservient
4Ist of things you can do to combat roles?
the racism and sextsro you find. II Standard for success: What dots

it laid for a 'character to .succeed?
To gain acceptance. clo non-white

.PART it ANALYZING PICTURE AND -characters have to exhibit superior
STORY106KS , ,

qualities-excel In sports. get A's. etc.?
In friendships between white and' non- ."7i 1)-Cheek-the illustrations. white children cbrotherhood"), Is It

Look fOr stereotypes. A sfert80: the non.white who does most,,,Of the
**Pe is odetiversimpittled generalize. understarding and/argil:drier ;
tlon about a poticular group, race, wett,,,,,i,t itew are 'problems'
or sea. which generally carrlis derog presented, conceived and resolved In
atory implications. In thetbox on-page . the story? Are minority people them-. ` t; arc xpme-famous" stereotypes. Wpie selves considered lo be 'the problem'?-, you may not always find them-1-n the,.., Do solutions ultimately depend oh the. , forms described, look for variations benevolence of a white person?

..

watch in any way demean or ridicule Sart/ow...Are the acitlevernents.a.
chitracters beeituse of "their race or girls and wohien based on their own
sex. . ' initiative and-intelligence, or is their

Look for tokenism. If them are success due to thin, good, looks Or to
non-whit: COaracters, are they like their relattooshipa with boys? Are sex
the white _faces_ but.tInted ,or .colorid -roles-iseidental or paramisunt to chit,
In? Do all minority (sees look stereo- acteticatIon and plot? Could the same
VPIcally,tilike or are they depicted as story b.s told if the sex iota
genuine individuals? ,reversed? -0 1. .

. . ,

*Prepared by the Council on Interracial Books ror Children,. Inc.
1641 adway, Ndw York, N.Y: 10023. !
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(3) -Consider the effects of the book
on the Child's sclfimage and self
esteem.- Are norms establisffed which
limit the child's aspirations and self.
concepts? What does it do to- Black
children to be continously bombarded
with Images _ of white as beauti
ful, clean, virtuous, etc.. -and black
as evil, dirty, menacing, etc.? Whaty
happens to a girl's aspirations when'
she reads that boys perform all the
brave -and Important deed's? ;What
abbut a gId's self-esteem If she is not
fair cf skin and slim of body?

(4) Consider the author's, or intuits'.
tor's qualifications, Read the bio-
graphical material on the jacket flap
OF on the back of tbebook. If a story

. deals with a minority- theme, what
qualifies, the author or illustrator to
deal with this topic? U they Are not
members of theminority being written,
about, is there anything in theauthor's
or illustrator*, backgro it would
specifically recommend them for this
book?.

Similarly, a book hat has to do
with the feelings at , insights of
women should be more carefully ex-
amincd man
unless the bootee avowed purpose is
to present a male viewpoint.

The above observations do not deny
The ability of writers (o einpathize with
experiences other tban those of.theIr
own, sex or race, but the chances of
their writing as honestly and asau-
thentleally about other experiences are
not as good .

(5) Look at the copyright date. Books
on minority themes-+usually hastily
Conceived suddenly.began appearing
In the mid1960's. 'There followed a
growing number of *minority expert;
end' books to meet the-new market
demand, but these were still written
by white authors and reflected a white
point of view. Only very recently. -in
the late 1900's and early 1970's
has the children's book world begun
to even rtnot:iy reflect the-realities
Of Multiracial society and it has
Just begun to reflect feminists' can.
terns ,

me coo right dnte. therefore. can
be a clue as to how likely the book

, tr. to be overtly racist or sextet
otheligh tfcent copyright data of

o guarantee of book'scourse,
relevance1 sensitivity. Note that the.

copyright date only means the year
the book was published.published. It usually
takes -a minimum of one yearand
often-much more than thatfrom the

, time a book Is written before it is
actually published. This time lag has
meant very little in the- past, but in
a time of rapidly changing conscious-
ness. when childeen's book`pUbiishing
it attempting to be 'relevant,' it is
becoming increasingly significant.

PART ANALYZING SCHOOL TEXTS

(6) Liekrmine the- uuthoesperspecifve.
There is no such thing as a truly
oblective accaiiiif-of history it is al-. '
wio-s froM some point of view. His.
tory and social studies-texts have tra
ditionslly been, writtert from a unite
European male and this
has Influenced what h ninelilled
and how it has been,-iepertcd.Kkn
traditional viewpoint lies led to serious
*omissferis and distortions of history:
espelal.y concerning minorities and
women of all races.

Th,e -viewpoints of minorities and
women are still largelyexcluded from
most \texts. There is, however, more

__Iik oodgthat--a-.celled-wilt-reilect

U it is ot.wrItten solely from a white
the re titles of a multicultural society

male perspective.

(7) Note the .copyright date. It takes
considefably lodger to produce a.text.
book than tt does a storybookoften
ievcral yearsqid- ;therefore -texas
have been even' slower to reflect the i
growing consciousness about racism
and sexism

The Black protest movement force*
the inclusion of Black history In the
textbooks published during the lite
1900'sAn the form of Insertedrchiep-
tees, addedi paragraphs. and new. ili.
IustratIons: This patchworle approich
was followed by ants in -the' early
I,670's to Integrate the material into
the body of the text. The situation re- .

garding Other nonwhite minorities
-and feminists his Imkroved very little.

The first date glvOt on- ibe copy.
right page ikthe one that-counts. sub-

ttssguent 'revisions. In the text (whIch .

- later copyright dates indicate) general-
ly fail to encompass a flindarqenta1
change in viewpoint.. Even If tht'pub. 7

Mho; weie willing to-rhakc the cost-
ly, revisions neeessa the editing,-
out of viewpoints at- p es- as.

- _
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racism and sexism is virtually tmpos.

(8) Examine the illustrations. The
range and type of the Illustrations_
tan acts e us another- nictitation of
the tibtiok's vies point. Are Blacks.
ehicalins. Puerto Ricans. Asian Amer--

'cans. \ ativc Americans. and women
of different groups shount at ill? com-
pare the number of men. the number
of white women and the number of
Third Wprld men and women In the
illustrations Also note if minorities
are shown in roles that are secondary
to tilose of white males.

(9) {latch for loaded words. A word
Is loaded when It carries overtones of
Insult Examples of loaded adjectives.
usually radii. a cage. primitive.
conniving, lazy, lifpVtitious, treach-
erous. wily,:rlenscrutable, die
and backward.

Look for selist language and ad-
jecties tkat ridicule women and for
the us, of the male pronoun to refer
to both mules and females. While the
generic use of the word *man' was
accepted, In the past. Its use today is
an indleatiokof a writer's lack of
awareness. A /Wing of sexist as con-
trasted to non-sexist. prgferred usage
appears In the accompanying box.

SEXIST LANGUAGE NON-SEXIST LANGUAGE

forefathers . 1. precursors: ante:Jon; forerunners
2. founding fathers 2.-founders
3. brotherhood:relics:AI fiblernity 3 compamonshtm friendship; kinship;

comradeship. '. unity; community;
oneness: Peace;

4. manposer 4'. human pMver; human energy; work.
ers; work force

5. man -hours 5. work hours: worker-hours
6. manmade 6. rnanufitttured; artificial
7. the common man '7; the average person the ordinary

dtiren
8. the aorking man 8. die worker

th. famlb of man 9. the human hnnmie
lie oangrmsman 10. niernbas of et* ingnat; Representative

Adapted from .Nnouutst Language Goklehru; by Alma Graham. Eic-tirtive
Editor. American Hentage Dictionari, Division. For a tooy of theic consdous-
nessraising guidelines, write to the author al AmerlaintlieritmelliblishIng Ca.
Dictionary Division. 1221 A.e. of the Americas, New Ydris,N.K. ]0020.'
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(10) Note ,the heroes and heroines.
For many years textbooks showed
only 'safe minority heroes and hero.
Inesthose who :voided Serious con-
flict with- the white Establishment of
Weil. rune Minority groups today are
insisting on the right to define their
ow,n heroes and heroines based on
their own cultures 'and struggles fpr
Justice. The accompanying box fists
heroes and heroines who are usually
omitted from textbooks or treated fleet-
ingly or disparagingly. Check the in-
dex do see If these figures are included;
thew examine how they are treated in
the text.

ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE

DISCUSS THE BIAS IN BOOKS,
Make a point of discus:Ins with your
childr.n and Antler memb! rs of your
family the hidden messages and im.
plod values in books. -

HOLD CONSCIOUSNESSRAIS-
INC MEETINGS. Plan schooPrtide

"meetings with speakers on racism
and sexism and hold workshops for

honl administrators, teachers. par.
ents, and students. Make sure there is
suostantial non -white input to such'
meetings.

URGE CrA'SSROO'M INNOVA- oc 1-1.

'MON. Suggest that students Join with
teachers to critically analyze their text-
books for bin. This in itself can be an
educational classroom experience.
(There Is no need to censor books if
teachers will openly discuss stereotypes
with students )

SENSITIZE THOSE WHO BUY
BOOKS Pinpoint responsibility for
book purchasing in schools and li-
braries and take special tare to in-
yolve these people 12 tomtit:amen-
raising efforts., (

WRITP 13004TUDLISHERS.
( timplain :o b ' publishert cite
book title, page number. and tfie of-,
tensh e passage/ Send copies of your
letter to the local newspaper and urge
other parcnts,-and teachers to do like.
wise. speciro examples of rac-
ism andfor sexism can be highly eons
selousneiseralstng fora community.)
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pelmet Inuuse
See Kticayam
11ing Luke
Mike Ita.aok.s
Pah) Slink
Vricior \ee
George Shimet

Mock
Frederick Douglass

DulIols
Henry Haglijand Otnett
Paul Robeson
Nolo:ones Truth
ilurtn lubman s.
\ at turner

% Denmark '.'easy
Ida B Wells
Malcolm X

Chicano -

Cesar Chases
Juan Xepomuceno Cortina
Itudollo 'Corky' Mashie&
Jos. Mattel Cutlers&
Dolores Huerta
P.° Pico
Retes Lopes HIND,'

Native Amities
Mid Hawk
Gerard:Ito
Chief JOseph
at It
Osesola
Philip

Powhatan
Sequoyab
Sitting nun

etamoo

Struts 'Eton
Ramon DONN° Betancis
Mariam& !Intent
Pedro Albisu Campos
Juana Colon
Jost de Diego
Eugenio Marla de Hato'
Lollta Lebroo
Lola Rodrigo ai de f10 .

Julio Vlstarrond0

Wornoll'a ilimhts
Susan B. Anthony
Elisabeth Blackwell
,uana Colon
Lola Rodrigues dt Tie -

Grlinke Sister& :
Fannie Lou Hamer
Patsy Minl
Lucretia Molt
Elisabeth Cady Stanton
Sojourner Truth
Ida B. We
Wetamoo
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The FAR WEST LABORATORY FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT is a public
nonprait organization located in the San Francisco Bay Area and supported
in part by the Department of Health, EducatiOn and Welfare. -

The Laboratory's mission is to carry out survey's, research, development,
.and demonstrations in education and to disseminate information derived from
such activities. Programs conducted by the Laboratory offer a clear and
firm prospect of being implemented by schools and other educational agencies.
Development of'new materials and techniques, their evaluation in educational
settings, and their demonstration--together with accompanying programs of
teacher, and/or administrator, and/or parent education- -is the focus of .

the Laboratory's work. In the course of these efforts, the aim is to assure
that, tbe_eialuated outdomes of research_and development-are effectively.
presented to schools and other educational agencies.

. --

The work of the Laboratory is governed by a Board of Directors appointed
by the major educational agencies in the states of California, Nevada, and

irl

Utah.
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John K. Hemphill

Laboratory Director
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